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INTRODUJCT ION

The development of any nonplex system should be based upon an orderly,
clearly defined system approach. The end objective or problem to be solved
j ,ould be the design goal for the system. If this objective cannot be

re-.he~d, the problem to be solved should be modified to be consistent with
the state of the art or timo available for system cievelorment. The desIgn
of the syster should be based upon parameters resulting from system araly-
sis. T12s system approach will result in a product which has a predictable
use capabi.2ity Ad will be succzsflul within this defined capability.

SYSTE4 DZVELOiMW•

The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the flow of events which taki. place
in the development of a complex service equipment. The top left block of
Fig. 1 is entitled Oparational Requirements. The existence of a need for
the system, its general description, and a bLaLenent of necessary perfor-
mance to satisfactorily accomplish its missicn is spelled out in the
operational Requirements. In its initial concept, the Lsystem can be des-
cribed as being comprised of oertain major elements having prescribed
operatioinel capabilities which Lre presented as design objectives. These
objectives, as defined in the Operati.onal Requirement, include system func-
tions; features such as accuracy, countermeasures invulnerability, safety,
servicing and operational flexibility, and acceptable limits of operational
performance. The Operational Requirement generally describes the conceptual
system and provides overall performance objectives to be met if the bystem
is to accomplish its mission.

Initially, as illustrated by the figure, definition of the functional
system (and its technical analysis) provides a basi.s for the detailing of
technical requirements for the system and for its principal elements.
Technical analysis amy confirm the validity of, or the ne tessity to modify,
the initial conceptual system. Where such modification i: extensive, a
reappraisal of resultant change in "mission accomplishment" potential will
provide an early means for determining whether the project should justi-
fiably be continued or whether a new system concept should be generated
that can more predictably accomplish the desired mission. Presuming that
technical analysis has confirmed feasibility of initial weapon system con-
cept, the project has then reached a point where design studies can be
initiated.

Each procedural step from this point, as indicated by the figure, is
validated or appraised by an evaluation process. Moreover, evaluation Is
shown to be capable of effecting, through feedback to preceding steps,
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theoretical as well as mechanical design parameter improvements.

System mechanization requqrl.•,etit.r hmv ..n~ ham", 4i -. -A- with
procedural steps, theoretically defined and evaluated. Where deuirel
performance quantities, established by the technical analyses, mmust be
degiaded in the actual mechanization process by reason of technological
or state of the art. limititations. an appraisal tif resiltot effects uo-n
mission accomplisluhent is indicated. Theoretical mechanization require-
Ments are validated by the design, construction and evaluation of an
experimental model.. Feasibility, operability and adequacy for the appli-
cation are assessed. Each illustrated procedural step should result in
feedback to the preceding steps with modifications incorporated as indi-
cated by new findings. When this thesiu is- followed, there will be no
absolute technological freeze dwring system development of the weapons
system concept, or of its design mechanization, before final OPDEVFM
service evalua ion. The cha-Uges in concept which thus occur during the
orderly program of developmental progress become more constrained as it
progresses toward the delivery goal.

Figure I shows design and evaluation of developmental models following
the determination and assessment of mechanization requirements. A written
statement of mechanization requirements provides the premise for specifica-
tion of the developmental model equipment. This equipment is ordinarily
evaluated *hy the contractor with observation by the Navy. Evaluation And
eesultant modification of the model equipment permits specification anj
design of the prototype equipment. vamluation of the prototype is speci-
fied by the Navy and may be conducted with contractor assistance. Evalua-
tion objectivec- include demonstration of performance reproducibility,
conformance with predetermined requirements and adequacy for seevice use.
Firm, detailed specificati(ns can now he written defining the final product
(service equipment) vhich, wh,-n constructed, is delivered to the Navy I)r
Operational Development Force type service evaluation.

The foregoing development and evaluation process is generally applicable
to the development of servize equipment. As presrited, it is an obvious
and simple methcd, rather easy to spply in the ge-.dration of subsystem equip-
ment. Its application in developing a weapons system of the FMH--I-F8U-3
magnitude is appreciably more difficult. more important, and more revaarding,
The progran ubj(ctivt•u van be met in a limited time only through an orderly
procedure, such as that described above, with continuous evaluation, feed-
back, and re-evaluation of concept and design. It is emphasized that
"evaluation" as illustrited by Fig. 1, is on a sy basis, in terms of
the relationship of subsystem performance to mission accomplishment. Thus
the contribution of the subsystem to the complete system is determined in
a sensitive manner.

CONFIDIMTIAL



AIR-TO-AIR WEAPONS SYSTEM LINKB

Thp crmibination h1nrit ginjirfm nncI pD-.nrirP'l eiagrl'_ a on FIg. 2

give the principal links essential in the tactical usage f• &ny air-to-
air weapons system. Basically, these llks are as follows:

1. Target detection, a.sessment and fighter diretction fton,
surface or airborne CIC.

2. C nuaioation of vectcring data to the interceptor aircraft

either from surf, ce or airborne CIC.

3. Detection and tracking of the target by the fire control

equipment of the interceptor.

4. IP7 from the interceptor aircraft and/or from a rente
position such as surface CIC.

5. The links employed during missile guidance.

6. Fuzing link.

7. Target characteristics and objectives.

All of these links and associated equipments go to make up the overall
complex system. Each of the lftks are dependent upon the other (except for
the unlikely case of chance intercepts). For example, design of the fire
control equipment in the aircraft is dependent upon the accurac; and reli-
ability of vectoring data from CIC. The accuracy of airborne fire control
equipment and missile guidance equipment are interdependent. Since all
of these links depend upon one another, the system designer must follow a
system approach if a successful design is to be achieved.

OPERATIONAL PROFILE

The pictorial diagram of Fig. 3 further illustrates the dependence of
each of the links or steps in a typical intercept. Each of the funn.ls
depict a decreasing probability as the engagement proceeds. Starting at
the left center of the figure it is seen that not aLI of the aircraft in
CAP are available, because of position, fuel and commitment problems, for
attack of a specific target. From the fighter direction phase only part
of the available aircraft will succaessfully arrive at AI radar detection
because of CIC vectoring inaccuracy. Of the aircraft which arrive at AI
radar detection, only part will arrive at missile launch because of fire
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control inaccuracies, position difficulties and speed-maneuver capability.
AbYodlated with the missile guidance phase there are additional inaccuracies
r t LAt only part of the available missiles could be successfully employed

mist achieve a balance between system elements. For example, if each of the
p.)3bAbili Aes for the four phases given were 90%, the overall probability of
success wotld be approximately 66%. However, if one of the phases had a

-'oLl~d decreaue to approximately 36%.

FTJTCTIOIIAL SYSTEM

The block diagram of Fig. 4 shows the functional system for the FH-l
and F8U-3. This block dia14ram in effect repeats the steps shown on Figs.
2 and 3. Principal system elements are shown as: an operational require-
menc for the generation of a weapons system, a tactical doctrine for its
application and an operational system comprised of shipboard, aircraft,
weapon and target subsystems. The overall system is illustrated as regenera-
tive in that, for its generation, the maximizing of "Mission Accomplishment"
will require establishment of the important interrelationships between sys-
tem elements and mechanization of sensitive parameters so that system per-
formance within respectable toleranie will result. This process is shown
ss likely to irclude maodification of requirements and doctrine as dictated
b! system concept considerations.

JOL¶T ACTION TO MEET REQUIRhED4TE

The preceding sections have described the procedure one follows in
systematic development of an airborne weapons system. It is nocw important
to establfh the status cf the two systems of interest (r4H-i and Fr8-3)
and outline a procedurt to be followed in the co'arse of design and develop-
ment, Present programaing of study results from the contractor team call.
for a completion of technical analysis of the problem on 1 January 1958.
Following that, a mechanization study employing the theoretical information
is due to be completed 1 July 1958, which leads to a military specification
approval. of the principal parts of the system in September 1958.

At the present time preliminary results are available from the Aaovy
air-to-air missile study program which should be useful in makin• .ec1sinns
on important phases of the program planning and execution. These preliminary
results are detailed in the study nummary attached to this report. Even
though the study is not complete it is possible to dxiw from it Inferences
which will at least allow the design and development of the long lead time
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itemo Lo be impemented. This action is strongly rocu nded. Tho' fact
that study outputs are available does not detract from the inportance of
irncreaseA em-phasis on contractor conducted study of the problem. Instmad,
it is Intended that the navy's study results be us&d to expedite system
development until such a time as the :ontractor study recults in design
information useful in defining the actual cbaractertstics requirad in the
various system elements.

Proceeeing on the assumption that the data presented in the study
suim.y will be used as rec.-ended above, Fig. 5 lists a eprocedure whereby
one could carry forward the systematic development program. As stated
previously, important within thece inferencee is informatimi which should
be useful in establiohing the guide lines for work on system elements
wherein develrnqment time represents n critical factor when related to the
progra zed delivery dates for the operational system. Figure 5 lists such
inferences as related to system development. The details of these items
are aL follows:

!. There is a reed for the formulation of the basic system configura-
tion so that an integrated d3sign approach can be wdae to the folloring
n~reas

a. H-vironwenta2 suitability
b. Wintainability
t. •omput'.bllity of elements
1. Reckpging concept ',integrated effoit by the participating

contractors1

2. The results of the havy's study confirm earlier estimates that a
situation -ULsplay will be vital to the extraction of useful capability
r,ý4 the system. The uoe'I for and possible type of situation display was

descr~hed in av earlier NRL iaLrorandum C-5309-612/57 which is included as
Enclosure i to this report.

3. There is a need for the 2rraulation of tactL al doctrine guide
.ijes no that best use my be ode of the otherwise very limited capabi lity

of the sy-tem to fulfill operational requirements. These guide lines should
•p '.ify the operational in.erdependence placed upon external logistic areas

a. BUS cognizant areas - CIC operational procednre, ships
environment, search radar, handling equipment, vacuum tube
&pares, etc.

5 OUIIEDZTIAL
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TAMB

1. Forwalate basic system confiurat-ir,

2. Develop situation dispJay

3, Formulate tectical doctrine smide linen

R Revive operational concept for usage of secondary missile seekers

5. Establish applicability of secondary Al fire control systemm,

such as IR, to the deficient areas of the primary fire control

Systm .

6. Establish lowest acceptable limits defining a useful Navy system

7. Actions on Xtems I tbru 6 above cannot await the completion of

all study ef'fort, but must be actively pursued to insure that

a usefu cjstem capability can result.

Fig. 5 - Joint Action to Meet Requirements
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b. BUORP coguizant areas - interconnection with other Weapon
systems, avoidance of hazardous areas of other weapons sys-
tems. warhead. fuze; et-,

c. DUAn cognizant areas -aircraft airframe environment, power
sources, &pares (AEO), etc.

d. CNO cognizant areas - kperational requirements.

C, ,otrsctor cognizant areas - dependence upon contractor fcr
Mintenance.

4. A dhange in the operat ional concept is required if value is to
be derlvet from the proposed weapon system flexibility to be achieved
through the use of IR Sparrow UII missiles or other mixed load capa-
bilities wben targets of interest approach those spelled out in the
operational requirembnts. The preliminary study shows that for high
speed targets VT/VF - 1, the rear hemisphere area (high probability area
fo: IR seeker) Is not attainable because of the inabili+-y of the irter-
captor system to attain a proper launch position. For cases where
VT/VF - 0.8 or less marginal capability exists for the PR technique.
Thus, reappraisal of the tactical use cncript for IR capability is indi-
cated.

5. There continues to be a need for the establishment of requirements
for the bawic system so that the applicability of IR (fire control) and
other redundant systems may be examined. Concurrent with the application
of redundant systems, the tactical doctrine must be re-established as it
applies to the fulfillment of revised mission acccuplishment capability
for these systems. In support of this opinion, NRL has submitted memo-
randum C-5364-594/57 which is included as Enclosure 2 to the report.

6. There is a need to establish an early indication of the opera-
tional limitatic is imposed by development time limitations. From this
indication the lowest acceptable limits which will provide the Navy with
a useful operational capability must be establishec. During this process
a balance between performance as related to sensitive parameters, am
which arn O radar range; AI gimbal limits: preparation time; miasi le

seeakr ri -,; etc., mout. be attained. Thihis conclusion Is supported by
data in the Navy study suinxy and by NRL Memorandum 5364-748/57 which
is included as Snalosure 3.
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7. The Navy's study results to date, as intorpreted by lRL. indicate
that the limitations imposed by the present system approach, by equip-
ment deficiencies, and by lack of adequate developmnt time will
severely limit the attainment of the operational requirement objec-
tives. If the preceding six generally deficient areas can be remedied.
useful attainmnt of operational requirmwnt objectives can be achieved.

7 COI DI'M IAL



DETAILED R9COMfiWDATT01qS AND CoNCIUSIOX3 FROM SUMMARY OF NAVY STUDY PROGRAM

i. -he preliminary resulLu of Lhu uL Ldy indicatc that for co-altitude
high-speed attacks under "ideal" condbtions with VT/VF = I the Inter-
ceptor must start Its approach from forward of 700 off the target's nose
if it is to get into a position to launch a missile.

2. It can be eaisily shown from the study resutlts that, when additional
time is added for systems preparation (currently estimated as 27 seconds
total) most of this fo-ward 700 zone will be eliminated. In the case of
VT/VTa 1 for attacks occurring at 30,000 and 50,000 feet, approximately
a 109 zone (from 600 to 700 off the target's nose) would remain.

3. When VT/VF is reduce, Lo 0.8, attacks can origizate from around the
clock for ideal conditions. However, when the total system settling time
is considered, it can be showi that approximately the forward 600 is
eliminated from the usable attack zone.

4. When the interceptor is slowed down to Vcruise additional time is
available for forward hemisphere rttack. However, when the target is a
high speed one, the approach aspect is eyen more restricted. For example,
when the target is flying at. Mach 2.0 at 30,000 feet the interceptor must
approach from forward of 400 off its nose.

5. When the target speed is Mach 2.0 and the interceptor speed is Mach 2.0
or Vmax and pull-up attacks are employed under Ideal conditions, success-
ful engagements are restricted to 7,000 feet altitude differential for
targett; flying at 50,000 feet altitude and higher. No capability exists for
targets flying at 65,000 feet altitude.

6. When the target speed is reduced to Mach 0.9 and the interceptor is
flying at Mach 2.0 or VmLx , successful engagements are restricted to
altitude differentials of 17,000 feet or less for targets flying at
50,000 feet altitude or higher. When the target altitude is 30,000 feet
or less, successful pull-up engagements can occur from sea level to
co-altitude.

7. For the cae.. h... .. the ... atSrketo. 0 aaS dow.. to ... a.5 09../

the start of pull-up, no capability exists for pull-up attacks against
either a Mach 2.0 or Mach 0.9 target at altitudes of 65,000 feet or
higher.

8 CCKFIDINTIAL
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8. For the pull-up attacks at 50,0(n> feet or less, a greater altitude
differential capability exists when the interceptor is slowed down to
Mach 0.9 than for the cases where VF - Mach 2.0. With the target flying
at 50,000 feet (VT - Mach 2.0), this altitude differential is 10,000 feet.

9. The probability of sucdesaful htack Aiheh: lipited by some of the degrad-
ibffJtdte*shuh as gimbal angle and vectoring inaccuracies havy been
in part investigated. When the interceptor is flying at Mach 2.0 in a co-
altitude attack and VT/VF - 1, the probability of successful arrival to
missile launch for the nose-on case is 46% and for 300 off the target's
nose is 52%. At 600 off the target's nose, the probability goes to zero
because of the interceptor's inability to gut into position and because
of gimbal angle limits.

10. When VT/Vp' is reduced to 0.8 and the engagement occurs at co-altitude,
the probability of successful arrival to missile launch is increased to
48% for nose-on, to 82% at 300 off the target's nose, and to 50% at 60'

off the target's nose.

11. When the interceptor is slowed down to Mach 0.9 the head-on proba-

bility of success goes up but falls off rapidly as the aspect angle
from which the engagement starts moves toward the beam. For the case

of VT/VF - 1.7, the probability of successful arrival to missile launch
is 71% for nose-on and zei. at 300 off the target's nose.

12. Although many of the degrading factors which will be encountered
under realistic tactical conditions have not been included in the study
to date the results can be inferred. It is predictable that the indi-
cated probability of success values given in Items 9 thru 11 will be
reduced markedly.

13. Thus far in the study program the resulting improvement from the use
of a bright display, bandwidth switching, and optimized search area
have been investigated. The result is an increase in Al detection range
from 12.7 n.mi. to 19 n.mi. for a Mach 2.0 interceptor attacking a Mach
2.0 target head-on.

14. The improvement factor given in this report for a bright display
ip am engineerm-ing epti-ite or thaft Vn±ct cou-IIW reel-,i byt br.... e-ni

the current presentation. There are many other "lost" db's which could
be recovered through a program of system analysis having as its objec-
tive an optimization of the pilot's environment. This program would include

9 CcEFIDMWrIAL
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the possibility of such items as an NRL type bright display, situation

display and general cockpit optimization.

15. When the improvement facttors n? T÷em i1 oe £ .iufed -and vhcn th-
antenna gimbal limits are increased tot 5T in azimuth and elevration

there is a marked improvement in probability of successful arrival tc
missile launch. For example, when VF - Mach 2.0 and VT/VF - l.C there

is an improvement in probability of success nf a&nnr ima+y... 3WA for

head-on attacks resulting, in a value of 75%.

16. It is believed that the Improvements of Item 13 could te incorporated
in the system during the time era of interest. The Laboratory would
strongly recommend that the Bureau direct the contractors to proceed
toward this end.

17. The results of the study program infer that a situatli n display
is a necessity if a tactically useful syotem is to result. This situation
display is important because it can provide dp'ta from which tl : pilot
can start an intercept prior to AI radar deteltion, (Enclosure I).

18. A preliminary study of the seisitivity of probability of success
to AI radar range and gimbal angle limits has been made. The reswlt is

that in some areas, especially nose-on, the pronability of success is
very sensitive to range. In other ao-as, especially 600 off the nose

of the target aft, the probability of success is very sensitive to gimbal
anglq limits. It is obvious that these features are interdependent. Thum

a compromise in mechanization (for example large dish versus gimbal angle
coverage) which can result in an approach to maximum overall use capa-

bility must be reached before design effort can be specified, (Enclosure 3).

19. The findings of this study could and should be applied in the system
design effort being conducted by the various contractors. To this end,
the study results and details should be made avaiiLable to the principal
contractors. The impact of this is directly related uo the imr3rtance
of defining the long lead time system elements.

20. The undefined developmental state of IR for the fire control system
is such that no current system can be realistically analyzed In terms of

its potential contribution to overall system performance. Teat Infor-mA-
ion teu d -ontrolled conditions would provide information needed

by this study program in order to investigate system deficiencies to
determine the applicability of secendary systems, (Enclosure 2).
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21. Analysis of system performance resulting from use of the Sparrow III
Ut Beeker will begin as soon as sufficient data ts supplied by the con-

tractor. To date the information availAble to NRL is not adequate to
warrant an analysie.

22. Results of incorporatioýi of the Sidewinder missile in the system
will be investigated. Forthccming study effort will initially be based
upon estimates of missile performance, since design of the Sidevinder Ic
will not be frozen during the P*,eaining study interval.

23. In order to continue on an uninterniptrd basis, it is important at

this time for the Bureau of Aeronautics to program an extension to con-
tract NORs 57-663d under the administrative cognizance of the Bureau of
Aeronautics Av-3122 and under the technical direction of the Equipment

Research Branch, Code 5360, NRL. As detailed in the report, there are
important areas where timely coverage will not occur in the current
study program. In addition there are problem areas which should be
investigated but because of the limited scope of the current program will
aot be investigated.

24. The Laboratory will forward to the Bureau, under separate cover, a
recommended extended study program.

11 COWIMTIAL



C-5309-612/5°r 9 August 1957

MEMO)RANDUM

Subj: Indicators Configuratior for F4H-l Airpl-nre and Aero XIA Bystem

1. The F4.l-1 airplane is a high performance two-place fighter which wi!J

as its principal armament.- The introduction of the data link, durink the
eerly fleet employment of this aircraft dictates that the fire control
system operation be set up to utilize the information available uj an
output of such a system to optimize the utility of the overa1ll weapons
control system. The outputs from the data link must be displayed to
present the airplane operators a usable tactical display and at the sama
time data from the airborne intercept radar must be displayed in a manner
consistent with the tactical display. In this aircraft the problom is
complicated by the fact that the phasing in of data link may lag the
initial fleet deployment of the aircraft. Thus the tactics' display must
be usable with current voice camuuicacion. This memorandum will outline
some of the requirements that are placed on the system by these conditions
and outlines a recommended solution.

2. The aircraft has a pilot whose principal task is to fly the aircraft
to intercept, utilizing first ground generated attack data, and after
AI detection, the data generated from his AI radar and fire control uom-
puter. Without such a visual attack display the probability of intercept
will be low. The radar operator has the primary task of radar detectton
and identification of the target, and subsequent to detection he acts as
a monitor to assist the pilot where possible. He also - -yes a8 navi-
gator and for this system will serve to put certain ground generated
inputs into the system, prior to the time of introduction of the data
link. The introduction of the data link will allow automation of this
particular function.

3. With the advent of never cathode ray tubes the use of two color pre-
sentation will be used to present primary and secondary information. The
use of such a tube is assumed in this study, however, it is not mandatory.
)I Mlha hamniý ¶p

4 ~lIff m+^w t +e% 'haa u~iia % 1-l 'h hnapAi *i41-p f-A"1m-t

h,-... _91-'+-' - - - . . - d _ _ w - _ Me I-- !
presentations. It is felt that the advantages of this system are prin-
cipally the wide bandwidth of the usable information and the flexibility
that the system allows in the establishment of intercept doctrine. The

N162I 1 12COAL



triangle aystem has ground genciated dnatrt inputs:

(aL) X, tbh N-o (Iiplacemeut hwc-on tlr-grt mnd .nt.rcopt.or

(b ) Y, the E-W di llpaceinent.

(c) Target altitude.

(d) Target upced.

(e) Target heading.

These quantities are then combined with uati generated In the atrcraft
and operated on to generate range, bearing, elevation, and target headlr ,
In airplane coordinaten. These are put on an l.nd cator as shown tr FigF,
In a PPI type presentation.

TARGET POSITIO---"

SV

ELEVATMON SLASH --

Fig. 1 - Basic Triangle Display

This shows two vectors, one emanating fram the bottom of the indL'ator
is the interceptor vector, and the other from the target is the target
vector. The length of the vector is the ve"ocity times a preset time.
A pilot-operated time dial cam be set so as to bring the ends of the
two vectors to the same range as shown in Fig. 2. (The dial is time
driven so that the time shown is alimys titie to (0). "a" shows the
relationship of the two vectors when the tiie dial has been set to tim.-
to go.

13 COIMFIDENTIAL



CASE,*eAE.b,___ _I__"

Fig. 2 - Establishing E CollJsiot. Vector

Condition "a" shows the pilot that bis course is toward the le.•t of
a collision course, and by turning the aircraft riegLt he can bring the
ends of th. vectors into coircidence as in "b." A-c this time the air-
plane is in a collision course,

It is such a maneuver that points Lip the first advantage, or triangle.
The maneuver shows up immed.Ately on the vector display. Were the vec-.
Loring computation done on the ground the feedback cf inf,rmation regard-
ing the (yarn would have to wait several sweeps of the search radar before
the new trzck wotuld be generated. The triangle results in a vastly in-
creased vectoring system bandwidth. The second principal advantage

t foresset for the syster is in the flexibility of establishing doctrine
for vectoring approachbe&. The pijlot could, for example, readily fly a

/ collision course toiwrd a cut-off point which he could establish visually
on the scope. If hc' inted to start his attack run from a cut-off point
10 miles off to one side and 20 miles forward of the target, in order to
assure a forward hemisphere app;oach, he could readily fly a collision
course toward this point and then make a turn toward the ultimate attack
course.

5. An additionAl compu-ted qaantity is to be added to the pilot's vec-
toring indicator. This is a line which indicates to the pilot the detec-
tion range required for a high probability of successful intercept. If
the t irs apprwuaeii this hwrrier and as yet detection has not oUcen
made he is warned that some delaying tactics are required. A slowdown
in the forward hemisphere may be necessary or a course which would alter
his approach would be suitable tactics for maintaining a high probability
oT kill. Such tactics can be experimentally derived using this vectoring

14 ONWIDENTIAL
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system. The addition of gimbal limits in this indicator appears -eetsaA-,
The complete prit a&y pilot display for vectored search operation vectoring
siode is shown in Fig. 3. ft includes an i3evation slash which gives the
,leVw•t.aon differejice between nim and tbe target.

DETEECTION

Fig. 3 - Ca•l~te Vector Diaplay

6. The radar operator would normally require only the search display
dun ing the search period. Since outputs of the triangle computer are
bearing, elevat-.on angle and range it is possible to point the antenna
toward the expected target position. Only !he area which is likely to
contain the target will be searched and will be displayed on the indi-
cator. The expected target position will lie at the center of the tube
and the center will thercefore serve as a designation point. As the
airplane turns the antenna would continue to search around the most prob-
able target location. Thus the display would be stabilized about the
line of sight to the expected target position.

Designation of the target would be accomplished by overriding the
triangle designation and performing a lock-up. Designation would re-
quire insertion by the radar cpcrator of the difference in range,
bearing, and elevation between the actual detected target position and
the position indicated by the output from the triangle system. They
will be inserted using a conventional Joystick. Also, on the pI -senta-
tion for the radar operator v-ll be a minimum detection range curve
comparable to the one on the pilot display. The principal display for
the radar operator is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 - Radar Operator's PrincitA l Search Dlsp±Ax

7. During the time when the data link and the associated ground equ Lp-meat is not available for the fleet the radio operator will function asa transducer of informAtion. He will take data cnmPfhble to the normaldata link outputs and manually feed them into the sytem. Thia willplace an additional requirement on the aystemtic mechanization of theNectoring computer, in that it must be capable of r-Anctio~ing with
either autowatic or manual inputd.

8. Seconda•r or emergency modes and training operations require thatthe pilot aJ the radar operator be able to monitor each other's scope.For th12 reason, as an optional display, either mn can choose to super-
ipose tile other's display on his in a second color.

sa-tEmAD COLORsk-OWN BY

DASHeD LINES

Fig. 5 - Range Operator's Optional Two-cljor Display
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The development of the two-color display using a transparent phosphor
has advaaiced sufficientlv far to plan for its use with this system. A
two-color display is not essential but would offer great advantage.
Witn t'n~ tacillty, che pilot can assist the radio operator in canes
viwere the radio operator experiences difficulty in detection and also
tnc- radar operator could aid the pilot in determining cut-off didjancea
and so forth. In the event of failure of either indicator, the mission
could be completed with a reduced probability of success.

9. After detection, designatlon, and lock-up the pilot uill get a div-
play which once agsin will rely an a two-color display. This Is shown
in Fig. 6.

3sI.*eD) L• D C.I RCICLE

- ~ ,-

-- • , /I

Fig. 6 - Pilot's Attack Display

Th" circle-dot display will onasist of collapsing circle fixed at the
center of the dibplav. The size of the circle will be such tnat if the
pilot keeps the dot i Ithin tie circle he can be assured of completing
the intercept. Thus, as the run nears its completion aa@ the require-
ments of heading ac~mracy increase its reduced aize will reflect this
lrcrease in required accuracy. The triangle situat-nn display will d•i-
play the range, time to go, range rate, approach angles, lead angle in
a manner which shauid be superior to the current techniques. The data
to generate this display will came- from the AI radar, and not the ground.
All the required quan.ities are now computed for the fire control solutim.

10. The principea. duties of the radar operator during the attack phas,
lie in monitoring tae attack situation, in checking radar operation and
in watching for counter measures. His primary display will be the collapse•
B-scop... The t langle situation display will be added in the second
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color as -shown in Fig. 7.

> /1

Fig. 7 - Radar Operator Display

11. The breakaway siinal will be a coxputer generated oral tone.

12. Secondary modes of operation call for modification of these displays.
When on patrol operations, the area to be searched may call fur a wide
azimith angle search or for a possible sector scan. A aelector switch
should be set for eitL2r wide or sector scan for the patrol mode. in
this case the radar ope.ator's indicator could show all Yargets with'n
some preset range, and over the azimuth angles which have, been chosei.
The pilot can use the, triangle presentation as a navigation aid. If a
preset poLit is pux Ln the system as a target, the pilot can use this
as a reference point in his patrol activity. If several planee are
used In a e'outine patrol the use of preselected reference points can
assure a thorough sear, of an area. Navigation back to the ship or
base can be accomplished by setting in the base location as the refer-
ence or target point.

Charl-s H. Dodge
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I
C-5364-594/57 2 August 1957

Subj: IR Tie-in for Aero X1A and X1B

1. At the ANCS Aero XlA/B coordinating conference on 27 July 1957,
ERL vas verbally requested by the Bureau of Aeronautics (AT-33211)
to render advice concerning the IR tie-in for this system. At pre-
sent, under contract with the Aircraft Division of BuAer, NcDonnel
Aircraft Omany has subcontracted to Avion the development of a i
MR search and track device for the Ax1 aircraft. Additionally, the
:Wzreau (Avionics Division) has a contract with Aerojet for the develop-
maent of IR eqralpment. This contract has been oriented to be appli-
cable to the F8u-3 aircraft. There is a desire on the part of the
:Bureau to cmbine this IR development effort in the hands of only one
contractor.

2. Because of statements made by the two IR contractors at the AIS
Aero XlA/D Coordinating Conference, namely that each is fuUy cogni-
zant of the tie-in problems into the rest of the ANCS and that each
could use any of several tie-in methods, it is not possible to make
a select!,on of contractor on a technical basis. In other words, each
contractor stated that he would solve the tie-in problem to the satis-
faction of the Nvy. It is therefore recomended that the contractor
be selected on the basis of Lis experience and reputation in the de-
velopment of IR 4evices.

3. There are several system aspects of an IR tie-in which appear to
have been neglected in plannIn the IR tie-in effort.

a. The use of an IR equipment in the AMCS can only be justified
on the basis that it "fills a hole" in the system capability caused by
a deficiency of the other parts. Such a deficiency might, for example,
be the lack of radar low altitude capability. Because the development
and use of ZR devices in this country is only in its infancy, the capa..
bility of IR to supply an otherwise lacking performance is seriously
in doubt untl praven. This is particularly true at low altitude where
atmospheric absorption and ambient background levels are high. For
example, recent URL IR measurements of the F&J-I and F11Y at cruise
velocity, withodt afterburner, and at altitudes between 2,QOO and
4,000 feet, show that these aircraft are not detectable in the nose
aspect at any range. The measurement equipment was state of the art
laboratory equipment of known high sensitivity.
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b. To prove or disprove claims of IR capability, it is necebdacry
to proceed with the devv-elopmert of IR equipment at a rapid rate.

c. Until IR equipment capability can be proven and because of
weight and complexity considerations, it is necessary to proceed with
the development of the AMCS Aero xIA/B as though no IR tie-in would be
made.

d. It is very important becuase of Items a, b, and c above to
develop completely separate radar and iK systems so tnat a railure of
either system will not impede progress in the other. At such a time
as both radar and Ir capabilities are evaluated and exist as proven
techniques it will be possible to reconnect the separate systems an a
single system in a suitable tie-in configuration of less vaight and
size than that possible with separate systems. This will be possible
because A number of the parte may be made comon to both systems.
Interconnection at this later date should be relatively easy and not
very time consuming. It is recommended that su.ch a program be adopted.

4. A research program to make radiometric measu vments of airborne
targets in the IR spectrum already exists at NRL. ENqipmeut for this
purpose is in hand and operating. The NRL program ca:.ls fcr measure-
ments at both high and low altitudes. A parallel program to conduct
-tmilar research in the radar fit .d has been in existence for som
Lime and will continue indefinitely. It is suggested that the selected
IR contractor, in his development program, make use of this facility
for comparative radar and IR measurements. Such a method of data col-
lection is of interest to cognizant ERL scientists.

5. jAn sumary it is recommended that:

a. A single IR contractor be selected on the basis of experience
and reputation.

b. Both radar and IR systems be developed as separate self -xf-
ficient packages.

C. "en loth radar and IR performance contributions to the ANCS
,;n be fully appreciated, the integration (tie-in) be acccum-
plished.

d. Rquipment contractors use existing NRL facilities to perform
irate and compare.tive radar and IR measurements.
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" C- 536•-71•8/57
17 October 1957

mDEMORN"

"U - *I I" / A ZU/4- V+

Radar Antenna

1. Design of fleet deliverable, production AN/ APQ-7T. & d& radars is
duo1 to i be nv frfzn.f +h1-h A~ g~4 V D .- 0. Of X4A'_~j; ay a

on about 1 September 1958. Several lang lead time cnuonents of the
systems such as antenna and indica.or require an ekrly s÷A-rt to insure
delivery of satisfactory hardv&re. This report deals principally vith
the antenna. The important subjoct of indicator requirements has been,
and is being dealt with separately.

2. Studies leading to the design requirements for system coponents,
such as an antenna, are being conducted by both contz!•ctor and Navy
activities. The contractor study vhich officially governs design re-
qmirementa will have an initial output by about 1 ftnuary 1958. Because
of the long lead time it is necessary to estimate the design require-
ments for the antenna now so that detailed design work maa proceed on
schedule. Preliminary results of the IRL-Westinghouse study are used
as a background for the tentative specifications vhich follow.

3. Estimates of the limiting technical requirements for XlA-XlB antenna
together with cin~nts on each item as necessary were generated by NRL
and Westinghouse engineers on 16 October 1957. The requirements are
broken into six parts, namely search, conversion, tracking, structure,
environment, and rf.

aMARCH

Usable gimbal limits: + 600
Antenna diameter 30"

Omaixnt: Studies indicate that the problem to be solved is sensi-
tive to range improvement of up to 8 miles and to gimbal limits beyond
-67. Present iJarovment programs (not including antenna size) are
designed to give such an improvement. However, there is no vey, at
present, to gaurart~p, tho- outcomme nf t-hese chaeno-es itt--fr
becomes practical to consider specifying that approximately half of
the desired improvement will occur due to a change in antenna size.
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A number o"ý diversive efforts are under way to zhuige the design of
the fire control system outside the structure of contracted for re-
sponsibility. Sinca a certain amount of planning has occurred to

pi-ovidu- &Aa.Li'.L-Ut --- s-.rc whluh~U WU±.L zoupyywi a imi-Ker awlteiui, Lila
fi-e -•• it,' ,ontractor should consider the use of such sizes as are
. ,ropriste to furnishing a four mile range iwrovemmat for r. single

4a.onna lacigr u!-,i h 'Wili fit in both aircraft. A 30-inch dJameter

L' lJ CA~LDU ,i LU SV~,U5~fl * A., 'A~ .L =".CO USAA IA. ayjC.L*P06

that a further o9onge- 11x Ize wj.ll ease the difficult task of @unty-
ing the Large giitl l iimt •equ.rm~nt, such a change is reccmendod.
The fire contrdl problem sollutton is more sensitive to ginbal angic
limit than to lincroased anteri diameter.

"I!&n ares : 3 °0Y2

'omme •.....v-iael Jn4eoeidur., studies support these figures as
beiig orAcaum for D'r.Z•=t A'±. 5 '.

7" , Ame - aeconCs

Caent': OptV'. Au in lien '.zveen 1 and 4 seconds.

Slew velocity: 60'/iec

Comment: This figure is a direct result of the choice of frame
time if a four bar scn is used.

Error in following a stabilized search program: less than 10

Comment: This As a reasonable design criteria which results in
limiting aircraft mp-ieuvers during search to those of a load factor
of 3 or less.

Maximum roll angle: t 900

No comment

Maxim•u roll rate: 150 /sec

Coent: This is difficult to estimate for the search phase. The
figure quoted is from instrumented FAD attack phase runs.
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Maximum pitch rate: as resulting fran a load factor of 2
maneuver at cruise velocity.

Aircraft resonance. which affect stabilization lA-oi'm:

pitch, 2-12 rad/sec

Yaw , 2-5 rai/sec

PEWVWAk&l U u..AW I

Stabilization design: as La SWM mb•v. Additionally the

effects of own ships motion must be reduoed by a factor of
10 in the band below 10 radians per second.

Commnt: This criteria has been satisfactory in the FUD in the
past. IAck of such a criteria is the reason why conversion and lock-
on mot be aelayed in the FAH system.

Design limits of rate of change of line of sight: rates
betveen 0.1 0 /sec and 10°/sec must be resolvable from noise
at point oif use in the system.

No coument.

Usable gimbal limits: + 600

Comment: Until initial errors are corrected a large gimbal
angle limit requirement still exists.

TRACK

Usable gimbal limits: -+ 600

Comment: No change in mechanical design is requi±*ed from that used
for SWARCH. However, it does not appear neCessary to extract wasured
lead angle as a linear function beyond t 45 limits.

Stabilization: Design must reduce the effects of own ship's
motion by a factor of 10 in the band below 10 radians per second.

Commnt: Comments as before apply. Additionally, the antenna
design bandwidth is controlled by the stabilization bandwidth. Track-
ing bandwidth requirements are less severe.
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Post launch load factor: a design limit of 4 appears reasonable
during which maneuver the line of sight error must be less than 30

Comment: This requirement appears to satisfy the need for post

inuih illumination for guidance.

Nou s27t,&tur reuonances which lncrease gain above the contour

should be allowed.

Comnt: Pr-imary resonances in the structure must be maintained
at freqaencies above 300 rad/sec under all environmental conditions
to Lvoid instability from this cause. If the airframe supporting atruc-
ture does not permit meeting this design requirement, mechanical filter
netvorks in the form of vibration isolators should be used to mount the
antenna.

Ships environment: no major fatigue failures in 5 years.

Aircraft environment: no major fatigue failures in 5 years.

Storage life: 5 years.

Comment: These specifications are the result of the 5 year life Ui
the weapon system spelled out in the Operational Requirements. They
result in the following detailed requiremezits.

Shock: Must withstand 60g to 8 0g repeated loads of 11 milli-
second duration while operating.

Vibration: Must withstand .036 inch inputs in the band 10 to
100 cps while operating. Resonances in the band
10 to 1000 cps must be of amplification factor less
than three to result in long fatigue life.

Temperature and humidity: MIL E-54OOA

Altitude: 0 to 65,000 feet
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Commeut: Dui con.9ideratton must be .Mde of the fact that operation
at extreme altitude Limito is )r very short tl-.a (perhaps 30 minutes
total time at 65,000 feet if. a five year per•ou). A re-ionable crtteria
w-3t be established fcr failure at altitude.

Missicr prof lie: The training profile is more severe than the
cambat profile and will involvr 2 flights per day, Z &Ayn out cZ 3.
Each flight will involve 5 conversionn fran search to track inciLuding

2hu;oraa r opraýn fVc-c m tes 1il be in the track mode.
Little of the profile will, be at 4ý.,ther extret-i of altitude, 35,000 feet
being likely.

Bandwidth: As specified by study of frequency septrations re-
quired to avoid mutual interference. The itudy- hould be completed
isediately. This approach automaticallyv gives all the frequency
diversity countermeasures protection neeaed.

Polarization: Primary mode, vertic.a2; secondary muo., in
veather, circu"Ar,

Comuent: Serious doubt still exists that circul•r polarization will
contrI'bute arnthing unless the radome design is made to reduce depolariz-
ing efleci1o. Autqmatic circuitry muwst be eImrIgned Ibto the rest of the
system to make use of the secondary mode, otherwise benefits {;o 1-e #ain ,d
ray be cancelled by loeses attributable to pilot ý&,utiert end Attention
factora.

BortsiWht shift- 1.5 mile rmu including r-Ao-. So deuaLioIl"-
ing effects of boresight shift can be tolerated.

Harmonic distortion of scan frequexucy: A toleronce I, "el must
be set In view of varfous proposals for the use of noncircailr flsher
and aireraft structure i-nterferences.

4. All of tne above estimatea rtalr•---nts are to be vievede au con-
bluned s5pcifiC3.L±o fVr airrcraft, radLme and aut•u•a.,
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INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Aeronautics has contracted vith Westinghouse, Air Arm
Dllvizctn, for anelyt1 a

1  
m toli he %erl ir. n ratiul-y -tn #-Pt11~hln

the tactical use capability of the F4H J and F8U-3 Weapon Systems. This
study is conducted under the technical direction of the Naval Pesea:x-h
Laboratory with all inputs derived from Navy sources. Westinghouse,
ue•.ig the.h, inputs, will slib•it anelvtinal results to the Navy. Recom-
mendations and conclusions to be dramn from analytical results are
assuimed to be a Navy responsibility aL•d in particular the responsibility
of the technical directore (1NRL). This report; is the first in a series
directed toward carrying out this responslbiliLty.

The data presented herein is only partially complete. There are
zAay areas where much work remains to be done. Nevertheless, it is
important to present the study matrtal at this time for several ressons.
Among these are; (1) to indicate the scope of work accomplished and work
zemaining to be done, (2) to prýc.-ide gu-Ide lines useful now to the
Bureau of Aeronautics in their aoirachioi of contractor study efforts,
(1) •.o provide timely Informatios that will asstst the Bureau in making
dec.isions on hardws're development.

This memorandum is intended primurily for Bureau informatton- It
is realized that the material present,-!d, in some cars, is. incomplete
(work still underway in many areas) ,'d probably sbhculd not be released
to contractors at the present time. Except for gor.crnment activities,
all distribution will be handled through the Bureau channels.

STtI~f PF'OCMEDU1

Table I is an outline of the Navy's Air-to-Air Missile Study Program.
As originally planned the outline was intended to be a general guide
having flexible elements in order that additionally needed study areas,
which developed as the study progressed, could be included if desired.
A sacond Inveotigtion, considered separate for contractual reasons,
was planned to be essentially a repeat of Phases I to V of the basic study
but for the Sparrow II missile. Postponement of the Sparrow II study
and >t Phase VIII of Table I is presently planned in order that more
pr-'ssaing problems, which have come up as a result of study to date. can
be `Lnvestlgated.

For purposes of pursuing this study on a working basis, a framework
o- -Ix %s.rte has been constructed against which the performance of each
system comb Lation is to be %nalyzed. This framework is as follows.
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Part I: Development of effective theoretical co-altitude
attack zones under ideal conditions.

Part 2: Development of effective theoreti.cal non co-altitude
attack zones under ideal conditions.

frt j: )evelorment of effective theoretical attack zones
in the presence of the degradation of expected
tactical conditions.

Part 4: Repeat Part 3 for possible improvements to the rystem
which are being considered by the Navy.

Part 5: Study to determine and assess realizable improveients.

Part 6: Study of infrared (IR) tie-in for AI fire control
systems.

The material presented in this report is grouped to fit this framework.

F'H-l and F8U-3 WEAPON SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS - INPUT DAT

The performance of the system under "ideal" conditions will indicate
a t&ctical capability representative of the best that can be achieved with
high probability. As is evident from the outline of Table I, several para-
meters are assumed to be without, error. Perfect vectoring against a non-
maneuvering target is assumed for example. Im addition the effects of
weather, clutter, and CM are zot considered. However, the word "!deal"
as used here should be read in a limited sense A>ince the performance of
the weapons system sub-elements is detfiued by replizable rather than

"infinite" quantities.

Radar Analyses

All detection ranges given for the Al radar in this study were
obtained by scaling test results from NATC, Patuxent. Migure 1. gives
probability of detection versus range curves for the AM/AIPMK-50 -ra-ar

against an flH-2 target at an altitude of 30,000 feet, The first models
of the AN/APQ-72 and AN/APQ-74 radars will have essentially the same per-
formance as the AN/APQ-50 (if not degraded by added complexity of extran-
eous system functions found in the original conc:.pt of the weapon system.
This curve was originally obtained from Reference (1) and was taken from
Reference (2) for inclusion in this report. The probability of detection
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TABLE I

UUTI'm,4BI UV NAY. I a•.nL u--. a-.%.nt. n."•.L,.aa.a..,' .. , -. . .........

PHASE I System Performance Under :leal Conditions

A. Alrfralt .....-..a..4-is÷

1. F1J1-1
2. F J-3

B. Altitudes (co-altitude case)

1. 1000 feet or less
2. 30,000 feet
3. 50,000 feet

C. Interceptor Velocity -

1. F4H at. altitude (V & Vcruise)
2. F8r-3 at altitude Vx & Vcruise)

D. Target to interceptor speed ratio for iuterceptor at V

1. 0.45)
2. 0.8 1 Some cases may be trivial ,nd will not be used
3. 1.0)

Target speed resulting from above vill be usea for interceptor
at V cruise

E. Conditions -

1. Perfect vectoring
2. Straight line flight path
3. Current AI detection capability
4. B-47 size target
5. Preparation time - Two cases determined by study
6. Sparroy III - Capability of eu.reu,. seekr .Is to be

7. Sparrow III - Aerodynamic capability of current missile
is to be used.

8. Gimbal angle limits in F4H and FBU-3 aircraft -

a. AI'Q-72
b. Seeker
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9. Illumination consideration - Geometiy of
keeping both target an, missile illuminated.
Illumination requiremel ts to be determined
by study.

PHASE II Syatem Snap-up Performance Under Ideal Condi.tiorns

A. A, C, D, and E - same as Phase i

B. Altitudes (snap-up ,ase)

1. Target

a. 30,000 feet

b. 50,000 feet

c. 65,000 feet

2. Interceptor Altitude - To be determined by
study of system capability.

PHASE III System Performance Under Expected Tactical Conditions

A. Target maneuver

B. Vectoring accuracy

C. Weather

D. Limits imposed by interceptor tacti.ýs

1. Climb capability
2. Endurance
3. Dead time

E. Countermeasures

1. Airlorne weapons system

PHASE IV System Performance Under Expected Tactical Conditions
With Addition of Currently Proposed Improvements

A. Improverments proposed :

1. Search volurie optimi. atioi
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2. Triangle system vectoring
3. Automatic alarm
4. Improved receiver noise figure
%; r1Rek-bl ased rsnue and display IF amplifier with bmadband

switching
6. Gated narrowband angle track IF amplifier (hlce on jam)
7. Bright display
8. Provision for switching polarization (circular and

vertical)
9. Broad banjing of the plumbing

10. Jittered PRF
11. Anterua with high altitude feed
12. improved two-speed AFC
13. Relocation of CW injection plumbing to increase gimbal

angle in elevation
14. Non-saturating AGC

PHASE V Stidy to determine and assess realizable system improvements -

A. AI Rad. Lr

P. Missile

C. Vectoring

D. Tactics

PHASE VI Study of" IR tie-in with the fire-control system

PHASE VII Performance capability of Sparrow III with an -R seeker

PHASEVIII Sparrow III X performance capability

PILASE IX Repeat study Plases I through Phase VI for the Sidewinder
1-B and 1-C
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curve for the combined head-on and tail-on runs was used. This contour
was then scaled to a B-47 size target for the speed and altitude condi-
tions of interest using the method detailed in Reference 3.

Figure 2 gives a normalized radar reflective area curve. The scal-
ing ratio used in going from Patuxent data to the B-47 size target was
5.3/1. The resulting detection range contours used are for 85% cumula-
tive probability of detection against the B-47 size target. All contours
were obtained using a 10 db field degradation (expected degradation
between Patuxent usage and fleet usage). To date this degradation factor
appears to be optimistic. However, it is believed that 10 db can be
approached during the use period of this equipment.

In developing the detection range contours the following parameters
f or the AN/APQ-72 and AN/APQ-74 radars were used.

Peak Power 200 kw

Dish Size 244"

Noise Figure 10.5 db

Receiver Bandwidth 4 mcps

Search Area 9O0 x8. 50 (spec value - to antenna beam center -

Framne Time 2 seconds as not restricted by CV injection)

Scanning Rate 100 deg/sec

Pulsewidth 1.75 4sec

PRF 550 pps

In addition to the above parameters, the following radar parameters

were used in development of attack zones which will be described later.

Time from detection to lock-on: 10 seconds

Gimbal angle limits of current APQ-72 & 74! t 410 az.

+ 470
- 380 el.

Figures 3-6 give the 85% cumulative probability of detection ranges
versus aspect angle for a B-47 size- target for the altitude and speed
conditions listed in Table 2. These curves were obtained from Reference 2.
In addition, Fig. 7 gives 85% cumulative probabi.•ity of detection ranges
versus aspect angle for a B-47 target at low altitude. These lattet
curves are based upon theoretical calculations and will be modified when
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NATC, Patuxent test data is made available. For this reason, work on
the 1000 ft. altitude cases of Table 2 has not yet been Initiated.

Aircraft Analyses

To date only the F4H-2 aircraft has beet included in the analy-
sia. Performance data on the F81-3 h-ve become a-vailable recently a'nd
will be included in future analyses. The memoranda of Appendices I, II,
III, IV of Volume II of this report describe the model aircraft (F4H-l)
used throughout the work detailed in the remainder of this report. The
material of these memoranda was obtained from voluminous McDonnell Air-
craft Company data, has been reviewed by McDonnell, and is stated by
them to be representative of the aircraft to be used in the weapon system.

Mlasile Analyses

The lateral and longitudinal equations describing the Sparrow III

missile trajectory in space during a coplanar attack are given in Appen-
dix V of Volume II of this report. Much additional data describing the
performance of Sparrow III has been obtained from Raytheon. Some of
this is included and given by Figs. 8 to 14.

The interlock equations describing maximum and minimum aero-

dynamic ranges used in this study are as follovsa

RmaX = Rl(h) + T1 (V, -Vf) - Limited to 6.5 n.mi.

T I ii sec when Vc''" Vf

T1 = f(h) when Vc, Vf

I = f"(h)

Rmin R2 (h) + T2 Vc

R 2= f(h)
T2 = 3.3 sec

T1 , R1, and " as a function of altitude are given in Fig. 15.
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FLgure 16 gives the lock-on range performance of the current Sparrow
III meeker. This curve was obtained by scaling from data received from
WA^ ' D4 •m, +... B -)i"7 size t. -.rget. Tha . cR'ling wi d•n • -rst-1 -. y

on a reflective area tasis.; no velocity effects were considered. The
basic range quantity from which the curve was obtained was a measured
90% proh.~iilty of lock-on at 3.3 n.mt. in the head-on aspect against an
F2H t-rga•. The contour giveon h Via- 16 repreaents the computed 904
probability of lock-cn icr the seeker against the 33-47 size target.

The preced thg sctlons List, some of the pertinent input data to this
study program. Additional data may be found in Reference 4.

PHASE I - SYSTý PERFXMI•CE UNDER IDEAL CCHDITIONS - HORIZONTAL ATTACKS

Following thE fornmt previously described, the first case to be inves-
tigated is that oe the horizontal attack under "ideal" conditions.
Figure 17 gives a pictoriaU_ representation of this ideal situation. The
target is assumed to be noumaneuvering under attack during fair weather.
The interceptor is assumed to start on a perfectly vectored lead pursuit
course. Using the prec( ding input data, the effective attack zones for
the FAR-1 Wdapon System have been developed.

Attack Zones

The conditionL listed on Table I describe the speed and altit.ude
cases of interest. Figure 18 shows the cources flown by the interceptor
during a particular situation. Along these courses the interceptor head-
ing is shown by vectors. Vie curve overlays of the figures to follow are
only partially complete. The remaining work to be done will be described
in a later section.

Figures 19 -24 iýive polar plots of the effective attack zones for
the F41'-l Weapon Sys.,temn under "ideal" conditions. For these examples the
ýntr'rcepior waMv asswied to be flying at V at altitudes of 30,000 and
5•,. Y1 feet wit'i target to interceptor spM ratios of 1.0, 0.8, and 0.45.
The interceptor is placed on a perfectly vectored lead pursuit course.
The arget is flying a straight line course as indicated by the arrow on
the hnse line of the plots. For this phase of the atudy, the C1Mraet•e-•r
ictics of the F4H-l aircraft were programmed on an IBM '04O oomputer.
The courses showin on the overlays actually represent the performance
capability of this aircraft.
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The contours des ribing the effective attack zones are curve A
(85% probability of AT detection range), curve B (Al lock-on range),
curve C (Sparrow III maximum aerodynamic range), curve D (Sparrow III

curve F (90% probabilltý of Sparrow IT seeker lock-on range), and
curve G (6.5 n.mi. range). It is assumed that 10 seconds is consumed
between AI detection and lock-on. It is believed that even for the
"iAaoll eace --- '-r~~ elapsedA timea is required for h igh probbnAility

of lock-on. The maximum and minimum aerodynamic contours are those re-
sulting from the interlock equations as defined by Raytheon.

The effective attack zones as given on these polar plots are
those bounded by the heavy line. The resulting complex contour is one
made up of segments of the other curve overlays. For example, in Fig. 19
the attack zone is bounded by seeker lock on capability 'rom nose-on

0around to approximately 70 off the nose. From this poin around to
tail-on the limiting parameter is the maximum aerodynamic r-,%ge of the
Sparrow III. The inner boundary curve is that generated by Vie minimum
aerodynamic range fror, nose on to approxiMately 400 off the n'ise; load
factor loci 3 from 40 off the nose to 10' off the tail, and minimum
aerodynamic range around to tail-on. It is important to note that even
for the perfect situation, tine plays a re.Jor role in the use of this
system in a forward hemisphere attack. In these overlays only 10 seconds
elapses between AI detection and lock-on. Since this is an idealized
case, the missile could be launched at this time. It is obvious that
when additional time is added because of system errors that exist at
AI lock-on, the reduction in forward hemisphere capability can be great.
For example, if 10 seconds is required to settle out errors at AT lock-
on a large portion of the forward hemisphere attack zone will be wiped
out. This will be discussed in more detail in later phases of the
study.

In one sense this type of curve overlay can be misleading. For
example, Fig. 19 implies around-the-clook capability. This is true or
not depending upon one's definition. If by around-the-clock lapability
it is meant that attacks may terminate successfully at any clock aspect
then Fig. 19 indicates around-the-clock capability. Hcwetver, it is
im~ortant to note that the limiting approach aspect is approximately
A7 off -he tarapt's nose. For this 67 case the intereentor is lust
barely able to come into the maxi-um interlock range for the missile.

For aspect angles greater than 67 the interceptor would fall behind
due to lack of a speed advantage.
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Figure 20 gives a polar plot of the case of an attack occurring
at 30,000 feet altituce. The interceptor is flying at V and has a
speed advantage (VT/VF 0.8). For this case (under thertfaumed "ideal"
uuhditlo) hue byawem does have around-the-clock capability. Attacks
initiated at any aspect angle with respect to the target can be converted
in+.o a successful run. However, for attacks occurring aft of the beam,
target penetration distance will be an important consideration. Due to
the law .... adantage, consideruable time can elapse between initiation

of an attack and conversion to a succesaful. launch. This is especially
true if the attack is started at. long range. For example, attacks started
at the Al detection range, and 600 off the tail, approxinately 28 n.mi.
penetration distance results. An obvious indication is that CIC, for
attacks aft of the beam, should attempt to vector the interceptor to a
point as close to the maximum interlock range as possible.

The attack zone of Fig. 20 is that bounded by the same limits as
those of Fig. 19. It is important to note that preparation time (assumed
to be only 10 seconds for this cit :a) plays a less important role in de-
termining the effective attack zone as the relative closure rate is
reduced. Also, the limit imposed by maximum load factor is reduced as
closure rate is reduced.

Figure 21 is a polar plot o' an attack case occurring at 30,000
feet. Again the interceptor is flying at V but has an increased speed
advantage (V• /v 0.45). As for the case oF~ig. 3.8, around-the-clock
capability ebists for this sitaation. The effective attack z,)ne is no
longer limited by the maximum load factor contour. The inner limit. is now
solely that imposed. by the minimum aerodynamic range of the missile.

Comparison of the three polar plots illustrate several very
importont factors.

(1) Rven under "ideal" conditions, high speed engagements result
in marginal forward hemisph'-2re capability, As additional time is added
to account for event that must occur under tactical conditions this
marginal forward hemisphere capability is wiped out.

(2) As the relative closure rate is reduced the effects of time
on for•.... hemisphere attacks is reduced. This results from increased
AI detection renge and the lesser distance traversed during the 10 sec-
onds from AI detection to Ul loc-k-on.
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The polar plots of Figs. 22, 23, and 24 are su~iitr , che ±reviously
described three figures. However, the attack now occurs at 50,' r0 feet.
The interceptor is flying at V171 (1940 fps) and the tirt~e fs;ures show
the resulting attaci zones forWW/V F= I.0, 0.0, and 0.45. Tae resulting
limiting parameters are essentia ly the same as those previ'o•sl, described.
There is one majo) difference in he attack zones. In the & zwa'd hemi-
sphere the minimali aerodynamic ra je of the missile has been pushed out
resulting in a very narrow use zor . This results from the interlock
mechanization employed and the reduc d response of the missile at high±
altitudes. The interlock equation for minimum areodynamic range is

R2 = f(h)

From Fig. 15 it is seen that going from 30,000 feet altitu -e to

50,000 feet changes R2 frcu.u 4000 feet to 8000 feet. Since T2V remains

approximately the same for the cases shown in Figs. 19 and 22, there
should be an increase of approximately 4000 feet in the minimum range.
Comparing these figures it is seen that this is the case.

In addition to the attack zones described above, much additional va.u-
able information relating to parameter variation can be obtained from the
computer generated courses. For example, the variation in gimbal azrgle
Is the attack progresses is of extreme importance to the fire control
designer. Knowledge of the antenna tracking rates is also very tz.or&
Figures 19a through 24k are plots of some of the more important parameter2•
On these plots the Pamameters are defined as follows.

Xa = luad angle in azimuth

X = lead angle in elevatione

X = total lead angle in the plane of sation

" angle becveen target velocity vector and -:.e i:e s4 .
'xeasured from the nose of the target

f4 = angle between the target velorAty vector and the I:.ter-
ceptor velocity vector measured from the nose of the target

C.) - angular rate of the line of stgni in the elevation plane
of the antenna 5ystem
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c/k angular rate of the line of sight in the azimuth plane
of the antenna system

€ - roll angle

VfF speed of the interceptor

a - angle of attack

TMe parameter plots in Fig. 19n through 19k come from the 30,C00
feet altitude case shown in polar form on Fig. 19. The plots on these
figures correspond to the approach courses of the polar plot and are

designated by- . Un these courses A, B. C, and D correspond t' the
maximum aerodynamic rAnge of the missile (imux), the minimum aerodynamic
range of the misaile (Rmin), load factor L/W = 3, and impact point for
missile fired at Rmin respectively. Figure 194 gives plots of Is versus
range. For the cases of-re - 900 and 1200 the points A and B never
appear on the curve . Referring back to Fig. 19, it is seen that this
is as it should be since the interceptor was never able to close to the
maximum aerodynamic xa.nge of the missile. For the mase of 1-. = 600 the
interceptor vas able to convert to a successful attack. However, as
shown on this plot he was never able to -lose to Rmi.L. The 39 load factor
boundary was passed through twice. For this case the azimuth lead angle
varies from -270 at detection to -130 at the point where the 3g boundary
was first encountered. For the case of r. = 300, the 3g boundary wse
encountered before Ran!n was reached. For this case the azimuth lead
angle varied from -16 &t detection to -8.50 at the point where the 3g
boundary was encountered.

Figure 19b gives plots of elevation lead angle (Xe) versus range.
AE snown in Fig. 19, the cases for,'!O = 30 and 600 were the only ones
examined which could be converted. For the case of 1 = 300 the eleva-
tion gimbal angle varied from -60 at AI detection to -2:3 at RmDn. For
the cese of 1 - 600 the elevation gimbal angle varied frm4 -15 at
detection to -350 at the point where the 39 contour was encountered. It
is ex.tremely important to note that for this case and succeeding high
s'eed cases (under "ideal" conditions) the -levation lead angle regired
approaches the gimbal angle limits of the current system (+470, -38e.e-Is. on- This situation will get worse as one deviates from the per-
fectly vectored situation to one representative of the tactical situation.
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Total lead angle (X) versus range is plotted on Fig. 19c. These
curves show the combined effects of Fig. 19a and 19b. Figure 19d gives
the angle off the target's nose (T) as a function of range for the
varreras atoroach courses. Fimure 19e shows the heating anle (I) v.r-
sus range.

Of patticular interest to the Al radar and fire control a,-datem de-
.ipners are the anteara rates involved Jr. the solution of the tactica.
prciblem. The azimuth antenna rate (k) versus r-uge is shoim on Fig. 19f
for the courses generated on the polar plot of Fig. 19. For the case
of '1 = 300 the azimuth antemia rate oaries from 0.27 deg/sec at AI de-

tection to 0.7 aeg/sec at the point where the 3g contour is encountered.
For the case of T-r= 600 the azimuth antenna rate varies from 0.43 deg/
se- at Al detection to 1.38 deg/sec at the point where the 3g contour
is first encountered. On Fig. 19g the elevation Pntenna rate (kw)
versus range is plotted. As would be expected from examination 5 the
preceding figures, the elevation antenna rate is in general higher than
the azimuth antenna rate. For the case of T, 3 300 the elevation an-
tenna rate varies from 0.1 deg/sec at detection to 1.7 deg/sec Pt the
point where the 3g contour is encountered.

Figure 19h gives load factor (L/W) versus .ange. These curves illus-
trate the "g" build-up as the attack progresses. As was stated previously
one of the limiting parameters in the overlays depicting the effective
attack zones is the locus of points described by L/W - 3g's.

Figure 191 gives the variation in roll angle (0) with range. As
can be seen from these plots, even for the perfect situation, roll
angles as high as 700 can be expected during the approach course.
Figure 19J gives plots of interceptor velocity (Vf) as a function of
time. These curves illustrate the slow-down of the interceptor while
on the approach course. Figure 19k gives plots of angle of attack (a)
as a function of time. As can be seen from these curves the angle of
attack builds up quite rapidly.

The curves of Figs. 20a through 24k give the same parameter plots
for the polar plots of Figs. 20 through 24.

Figures 25 through 30 give additional polar plots of the effective
attack izones under "ideal" conditions. These attack zones are similar
to those described previously. The basic difference is that the inter-
ceptor is assumed to be at Vcrulse at time of detection. The altitudes
and target speeds investigated are the same as those of Fign. 19 through
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24. The lower interceptor speeds were chosen to study the possible system
improvement as a result of lower closing velocity. This results in greater
detection ranges and in reduced effects of preparation time (especially in
the forward hemishpere). This ie illustrated. by Fig. 25. Comparing thit
to Fig. 19 shows that the AI radar 85% probability of detection has increased
from 12.75 n.mi. head-on to 13.75 n.mi. and the 10 second lock-on point has
moved out -4 range from 6.5 n.mi. to 9.1 n.mi. For the conditions of Figs.
25 through 30, Al lock-on range is no longer a limiting paraeter.

The study of the cases illustrated in Figs. 25 through 30 is not com-
pleted. The work to dete has assumed that the interceptor starts the
attack at Vcruise and continues at Vcruise throughout the engagement.
Examination of the overlays shows that only for one case does the inter-
ceptor have a apeed advuntage (see Fig. 27). The next step in the analysis
will be to investigate the improvementb realized by accelerating the inter-
ceptor toward Vmax after Al lock-on occurs. The overlays of this group of
figures have indicated the regions where this would result in improved
capability. For example, Fig. 25 shows that the limiting approach course
is approximately 360 off the nose of t.c target. It is thus of interest
to investigate the improvement realizable at greater angles by accelerat-
ing the interceptor.

Remaining Study

The 1000 feet altitude case hes not been studied to date. Analysis
of this situation is awaiting low a3titude radar detection performance data
from NAPTC, Patuxent, to augment theoretical detection range calculations.

A study of the limits imposed by hydraulic oil to the wing servos
as a function of system noise and control is being performed by 1W(M1C, Pt.
Mugu. The results of this study will supply an additional boundary to
place on the tactical polar plots.

It is noted that in the tactical polar plots for interceptor
operation at Vcruise, considerable attack area is denied due to the speed
disadvantage. An investigation will be made of the effects of interceptor
acceleration toward Vmax in these areas where attack is denied.

PHASE II - SYSTEM CAPABILITIES FOR SNAP-UP ATTACK UNER IDEAL CONDITIONS

The preceding sections have described, in part, the Ideal situationfor horizontal attacks. Because of the relatively short ranges of the
search radar from which vectoring information is derived (CIC or AEW)
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because of vectoring inaccura•ies and because of t0ie high speed and alti-
tude capability of expected targets, it will not always be possible to
get the interceptor into a position for horizontal attack before the tar-
get aircraft has reached the release range oif its own weapons. For this
reason it is of importance to investigate t he feasibility of launching
Sparrow III from altitudes lower than that of the target (pull-up attacks).
The following sections will describe the results of the analysis conducted
to date.

Conditions

The following conditions are used in Phase II of the study program.

(a) Aircraft characteristics - F 4H, FBU-3

(b) Target altitudes - 30,000, 50,000, and 65,000 feet

(c) Interceptor altitudes - as capable from below

(d) Reflective area - B-47 size target, assumed the same as for
co-altitude case

(e) Velocities - interceptor velocity at altitude, Vmax and
Vcruise

(f) Target to interceptor speed ratios for interceptor at
VI - 0.45, 0.8, 1.0. Resulting target speeds from above
a•so used for interceptor at Vcruise

(g) Perfect vectoring

(h) Straight line flight path (tareat)

(i) Current Al detection capability - 85% probability

(J) Time from detection to lock-on - 10 seconds

(k) Seeker capability - current Sparrow III

(1) Misuile aerodynanics - current Sparrow III

(m) Gimbal angle limitations of current AN/APQ-72 radar - - 410
azimuth, +470, -380 elevation

(n) Interceptor restricted to 3g pullup or C
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In addition to the foregoing conditions, a limiting criteria for
success was that it is necessary to reduce the heading error of the
interceptor to within t 100 of a lead pursuit course within the missile
Rmax to Rnin zone. This 100 limitation is not based upon firm data,
but rather on estimates made by the prime cnntractor. Currently, Pt.
Mugu is conducting analyses to determine the validity of this nm ber.
The results of the analyses will be used in tLis study program L soon
as they become available. Another limitirg :riteria u:sed in the pull-
up study phase cad tin-oughout the remaiauit, tiidy program is that L/W
must be greater than 0.5 g's. This figure is based upon stability re-
quiremwnt data obtained from the aircraft contractors.

Figure 31 gives a pictorial representation of the "ideal" snap-up
attack. As stated previously and shown on this drawing, the target is
nonmaneuvering. All attacks occur about a ver ical plane through the
target and interceptor with no vectoring inaccuracy superimposed. The
study to date has only considered the head-on attack case.

Attack Zon'es

Figure 32 shovs an actual space plot of one of the courses
generated during the snap-up investigation. For this course the target
was flying at 50,000 feet. The interceptor's initial altitude from
which the pull-up !s stax ed is 20,000 feet. The target's velocity is
7T - 874 ft/sec and the Interceptor is initially flying at VF - 874 ft/sec
which corresponds to Vcruise. The cases for Vcruise in the pull-up study
differ from the pr-eceding analysis of the Vcruise for horizontal attack
in that the interceptor has maximum re-heat applied at detection and
accelerates toward Vmax. For this space plot the interceptor starts his
pull-up at 30 seconds after detection of the target. It is interestfng
to note the extreme flight path angles that occur during the run.

Figures 33 tnrough 38 give, in effect, tally sheets for the re-
sults of the snap-up studies to date. These figures give plots of
fighter altitude from which the attack initiated versus pull-up delay
after detection and indicates for each run whether it was a success or
failure along with the reasons for failure when this occurs. Two plots
are given on each sheet, One of these is for the interceptor at Vmax
tt the time of AI detection and the other is for Vcruise against a tar-

C-. 4. u ---- A -- A.~' -- I~ -Lt.4.I'A.4 _SAUAUL A.LVun &-, LILA -.4 U tZIS1 J

The symbols on each of the tally sheets are:
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-Unsuccessful attack

X - Launch error - 0

0 - Launch error 4lO°

Figure 33 gives the results of pu:1l-up attacks against a Mach 2.0 target
flying at 65,000 ft.et. The left hand side of this figure shows -the results

for the case irhere the interceptor is flying at VrAx at the time of AI radar
detection. Referring to this figure tt is seen that with. th interceptor
flying at 45,OO0. feet and the pull-up starting at zero time (instant of Al
detection), the run was a failure because tý.e minimum error (Emin - 160)
exceeded the maximum assumed launching error. When the attack was started
frc.m 55,000 feet &nd the pull-up initiated at time - 0, the run was a suc-
cess (launch error - 0). When the pull-up was initiated at 5 seconds after
dete.tion, the run was a marginal success (emin - 90). When the pull-up
was initiated at 10 sconds the run was a failure because the minimum launch
error was too large (Cmin = 230). From th se results, the usable leunch zone
can be approximated as shown by the dotted line on this figure. Euwever, if
the same criteria is applf-d as was applied to the co-altitude attack; namely
that 10 seconds I s required between Al radar detection and lock-on and if it
is assumed 'hat pull-up could not be initiated before lock-on (this is a
valid assumption for the current state of the art in vectoring) there is no
usable attack zone. This can be shown by drawing a vertical line through
the altitude region of interest at time - 10 seconds.

The right half of Fig. 33 shows the result of starting the same prob-
lem with the interceptor flying at VF - Mach 0.9 at the time of Al radar
detection and then accelerating toward Vmax. For these conditions we
have no capability because for all of the cases examined the launch error
was veater than 100.

The plots of Fig. 34 give the results of snap-up attacks against a
Mach 0.9 target flying at 65,000 feet. The left hand side of this figure
again gives the results of runs for the interceptor flying at Vmax at the
time of AI radar detection. For the cases of pull-up starting at time
zero at 35,000, 45,000, and 55,000 feet, the runs were successful bcce-,e
the launch error was zero. When the pull-up started at 5 seconds the
35,000 ft. run vs msaginally successful since the launch error reached
a minimum of 9.8 . For the case of the run starting at 45,000 feet and
the pQ1L-upp beginning at 5 Bu-dU-- , u occur.rd wl "t the lw.nch
error reaching zero degrees. Wiien the pull-ups startea at 10 seconds,
failures occurred at 35,000 and 45,000 feet with minimum launch errors
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of 350 and 14' respectively. A successful run occurred for time equal

to 10 seconds mid 55,000 feet altitude with the launch error reaching

zero. For the case of an attack starting with the interceptor at 55,000

feet and pull-up beginning at 15 seconds aft r Al radar detection, the run
wa a- fail-e beca.use the MILA.JUUL..... la•nufbl •r.wvjr .... 120. T'ne effective
attack zone for this ideal condition can then be drawn in as shown by

the solid lines. The inner boundary is determined by the 10 second re-
quirement from AI radar detection to lock-on, the upper boundary by the

iIt-itudc: limit of the ineceto for sta-b-le n~h (5900 fet V41
the outer limit by the runs described above. Thus it is seen that even

for a relatively slow target (Mach 0.9), the effective attack zone result-
ing from the ideal situation is essentially nil.

The plot on the right side of Fig. 34 gives the results of starting
the interceptor at Mach 0.9 against the same target (Mach 0.9 at 65,000

feet). As shown, all runs were failures. For the case of intercepts
initiated at 35,000 feet, four failures resulted. When the pull-up was
initiated at 10 and 20 seconds after AI rvdar detection, the minimum

launch errors vere below the maximum allowable but an unstable condition
on the part of the interceptor was reached (L/W. 0.5 g's). For the case
of pull-up starting at time ; 25 seconds, the run was a failure because
the minimum launch error (.180 ) exceeded the maximum allowable (200).

Looking next at intercepts starting from 45,000 feet it is seen that all

runs were failures. When the pull-up started at zero time the run was a
failure because the minimum launch error (18') was excessive. For a pull-
up attack starting at 10 seconds the minimum launch error (90) was mar-
ginal but the elevation gimbal limit was exceeded (xe 77 47 ). When the

pull-up was initiated at 20 seconds, the run failed because of excessive
launch errors (Cmin = 180).

The plots of Fig. 35 give the results of pull-up attacks against a
Mach 2.0 target at 50,000 feet. Beginning with this figure, the remain-

ing cases will be under conditions where the interceptor could make a
co-altitude attack if properly placed. Thus the upper boundary in each
case will be that of a co-altitude attack with the outermost point on

the usable zones representing the minimum aerodynamic range of the missile.

The group of points plotted on the left of Fig. 35 give the results of
pull-up attacks against a Mach 2.0 target flying at 50,000 feet with the
interceptor flying at Mach 2.0. When the pull-ups were initiated at zero

time a failure occurred at +0,000 feet because the minimum e.rror (C.1,
210) exceeded the maximum allowable. A success occurred at 40,000 feet
with the minimum launch error reaching zero. When the pull-up was
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Initisted at 5 seconds, a marginal success resulted with the error teing
reduced tu 90. Thus the usable zone can be drawn as shown by the solid
lines. To m.ake a successful pul2.-up attack, the interceptor must be at
45,000 feet or higher against a Mach 2.0 target at 50,000 feet. The
right hand plot of Fig. 35 Is for the same target condition b1ut. ,.hp in-
terceptor has been slowed down to Mach 0.9 at AI radar detection. When
the attack was initiated from 30,000 feet a failuri occurred for a pull-up
started at zero time because the gimbal angle was exceeded (Xs = - 38 0)

and a failure occurred at 10 eeconds beca ae the maxLmuw allcdable Thunch
error was exelded (Cmin the 1a). When the ittack was initiated from
40,000 feet a successful run occurred at zero time, a marginally success-

Thus the usable zone can be drawn as shown by the solid lines. The imnee
boundary is a vertical line drawn at 10 seconds. The upper boundary is
that of a co-altitude attack with the outer limiting point being !lmin
(23.5 seconds) and the outer limiting curve resalting from the pull-up
runs.

Xt is next of interest to investigate the resulcs of pull- up attacks
against a slower target (Mach 0.9) at the same altitude as that of the
preceding figure (50,000 ft.). These results are shown on Fig. 36. The
left hand plot shows the results of a Mach 2.0 interceptor attacking
this target. Successflkt runs occurred at 20,000, 30,000, end 40,000 ft.
altitude for pull-ups Initiated at zero time. Successful runs also
occurred at 20,000 and 30,000 feet altitude for attacks initiated at
5 seconds. When the pull-up was started at 10 seconds after AI detection,
failures occurred for runs initiated at 20,000, and 30.000 feet with the
minimum launch errors being excessive (cmin = 230 and 130). A successful
run occurred at 40,U00 feet when the pull-up was initiated at 10 seconds,
but a failure occurred when the pull-up was delayed to 15 seconds (Cmin =
110). The usable zone that results is that given by the solid lines with
the inner boundary being the vertical 10 seconds line the upper boundary
being that of a co-altitude attack limited by Rmin (2 5 seconds) and the
outer limitinE line resulting from the pull-up courses. It is in".eresting
to compare this plot with the right hand plot of Fig. 35. The horizcntal
span of the usable zones are essentially the same since the closure rates
are the same. However, the vertical spans are quite different. This
illustrates the penalty paid by reducing interceptor speed and then trying
to accelerate during the pull-up attack.

When both the interceptor and target are slowed and the target is

in a region from which a co-altitude attack can result, the Improvement
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in usable zore for the "ideal' situation is quite marked. This is shown
by the right hand plot of Fig. 36. Here the fighter has been slowed to
Mach 0.9 and is attacking a Marh 0.9 target flying at 50,000 feet. The
stlccezsaru. Vulit 4e &All 6h ' yV.OC---e Se- ~ follnini.

PFul-iip at zei'o time frem 10,000 feet - L/W < 0.5g

Pull-up at 10 seconds from 20,000 feet - •W 4t .)g

Pujll-up at 30 seconds from 3,000 feet - IW O.(,g

Pull-up &t 30 seconds from 30,000 feet - m - 18

Pull-up at 35 seconds from 40,000 feet - Emin 200

As shown, a relatively large usable zone results for these speed cases
under "ideal" conditions. The zone is bound again by the vertical 10 sec-
ond line, horizontal co-altitude line extending to Rmin at 44 seconds ana
the lower curve resulting from the actual pull-up runs. The remaining
cuses studied to date are those of a target at 30.000 feet. Figure 37
shows the results of runs against a Mach 2.0 target at this altitude. The
left hand plot shows the results of runs made by the fighter at Vmax
or Mach 2.0 at time of Al detection. Unsuccessful runs occurred for attacks
started at zero time and sea level (xe = -670), at 10,000 feet altitude
and 5 seconds (emin = 24.50) and at 20.000 feet altitude and 5 seconds
(emin - 220). The useful attack zone is bound by the solid line.
The right hand plot shows the results of runs against this target with
the interceptor flying at Mach 0.9. For this case, successful runs
occurred at zero time and 10 seconds for runs initiated from 20,000 feet.
Failures occurred at zero time and 10 seconds for runs initiated from
10,000 feet (Xe = -h2° at zero time mid Emin = 290 at 10 seconds). A
failuire also occurred at 15 seconds for runs initiated from 20,000 feet
(Cmin = 27 ). The resulting usable zone is shown by the solid line and
is bound by the vertical line at 10 seconds, the horizontal line for co-
altitude attacks extending to Rmin (24.5 seconds) and the line resulting
from the pull-up attacks.

The left hand plot of Fig. 38 gives the resilts of pull-up attacks
against a Mach 0.9 target at 30,000 feet. The L)terceptor is flying at
Vmax or Mach 2,0. Failures occurred at 10 000 feet and 20,000 feet be-
cause the launch errors were too large (34° and 200). A failutre also
occurred for a run started at 25 seconds and at sea level ( -L/W). Tne
solid line gives the usable attack zone. The right hFand plot shows the
results of pull-up attacks against a Mach. 0.9 target at 30,000 feet with
the Interceptor's initial velocity at Mach 0.9. The soltd curve gives
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the resulting usable zone. This is bound by the vertic l i 6ec2nd line,
the horizontal co-altitude line extending to Rmin (42 seconds), a hori-
zontal line at sea level, and the outer boundary resulting from the pull-up
attacks. As seen, failurs occu-rred at 30 seeonds ior 0 end 10,000 feet
because an unstable condition on the part of the interceptor was encoun-
tered (-I/W). Also a failure occurred at 20,000 feet (Emin w 33 )

The pictorial space plot of Fig. 32 shows the actual flight condition
of the interceptor du-ing one of the pull-up runs. This displays the
actual run fram which the point shown at 30 seconds and 20,000 feet alti-
tude on the right hand plot of Fig. 36 was obtained. Figures 39 through
49 give additional polar plots of runs from which other of the preceding
described points were obtained in the s-nap-up study. On each of the
curves the following code is used.

+ Start of pull-up

-- Start of lead pursuit

e Rmax

X Impact
• - L ' CIMx

Some of the more pertinent poirts from these figures are as follows.
Figure 39 shows two successful runs; one starting at zero time and the
other at 13 seconds. It is seen from these curves and from the perti-
nent data of the table that the criteria of being within the Rmmx to
Rmnn zone without having uxcessive error was satisfied, that the maxi-
mam gimbal angle was not exceeded, that no unstable condition on the
part of the interceptor was encctmtered, and that excessive flight path
angle was not encountered. These two curves are represented as two
ooints on Fig. 34. Tirhe curvc-s oC PIg. 4- correspond to two points on
the right hand plot if Fig. 34. As described previousiy these two runs
were failures becbuse the interceptor encountered an unstable condition.

The curve of Fig. 41 norresponds to a point on Fig. 35. This curve
represents a successful run. However, it is included as an example htre
to show a=other problem that the interceptor encounters; namely the
Clmax boundary. Refý'iring to the curve, it ' a seen that between zero
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time and the beginning of tue lead pursuit course and between Rmax and

Rmin the interceptor Is riding the Cymx boundary. Figure 42 gives
successful runs which corresponds to points on Fig. i6 and further
illustrates riding the CInax boundary.

On Fig. 43, pull-uD courses from an initial fighter altitude of
20,000 feet and starting at 10, 20, 25, and 30 seconds are shown.
These correspond to points on Fig. 36. Of primary importance are the
courses starting at 25 and 30 seconds. Note the flight path angles
(104.30 and 157.80 respectively, interceptor on its back).

Figure 44 gives curves which correspond to additional points on
Fig. 36. The important points brought out by these are: for the
curve starting at zero time and at 10 seconds, L/W < 0.5g is encoun-
tered; for the curve starting at 25 seconds, the flight path angle is
getting very large (128.70). For the curve that. starts at zero time
note the interceptor slow down that is encountered (from 873 ft/sec
at detection to 323 ft/sec at missile impact). Figure 45 shows two
successful runs which correspond to points in Fig. 37.

On Fig. 46 courses are generated which correspond to points on
Fig. 38. The course starting at 30 seconds illustrates one of the
boundaries that was encountered,(L/W.04,Sg). In addition it.ii L1gor-
tant to note the extreme flight path angle encountered (1780). These
two factors are again illustrated on Fig. 47 where the curves corres-
pond to additional points on Fig. 38. For the course starting at 30
seconds, L/We- 0.58 was encountered and excessive flight path angles
occurred (1620).

Figure 48 and 49 give additional curves which correspond to fail-
ures. The curve of Fig. 48 corresponds to a point on Fig. 37. As
seen from the Table, the gimbal angle (-67.30) exceeded that available
(-380). The curve of Fig. 49 corresponds to a point on Fig. 36. On
this course an unstable condition was encountered (L/W < 0.5g) and the
gimbal angle (-139.30) exceeded the available (-380).

Remaining Study

The rreceding section described the results of the pull-up
studies for the "ideal" situation. This study is not complete. Re-
maining items that will be included in the program are-

1. Extension of the analysis to include the F8U-3 aircraft.
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2. Consideration of the limits imposed by wing servo hydraulic
supply.

-, .'iM .i of7-m 1 ve UUA.& -•.) udeirway and will be in-
cluded in the results In the near future. Item 2 is under study at
Pt. Mugu. As soon as data are available, curve overlays will be added
to the existing zones. Noise data supplied by NRL (Fig. 50) and agree-
able to Raytheon are being uced,

PHASE III - F4H-F8U WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEM FERFORANCE TWDER EXPECTED
TACTICAL CONDUITNS

The preceding sections have described the study program to date for
an "ideal" situation. The results given represent the best that one
would hope to achieve, with a high probability of success, when certain
sources of error are neglected. It is now of interest to look at the
degradation resulting from a more realistic tactical situation. The
degrading factors to be considered in the current study program are:

1. Vectoring inaccuracy

2. Target maneuver

3. Weather

4. Countev.measures against the airborne weapons system

5. Limit3 imposed by interceptor tactics

da) climb capability
~b) endurance
(c) dead time

Degradation Caused by Vectoring Inaccuracy

One of the primary degrading factors that has to be investigated
is that of ve•-toring inaccuracy. This inaccuracy is currently estimated
as I Sim - t 3 n.mi. in azimuth, t 3 n.mi. in range and - 1 n.mi. in
altitude. This estimate is a composite figure based upon many conferences
with personnel of Navy CIC, Air Force GCI, Training Centers, and the
designers of vectoring data gathering and information transfer equipments.
It is hoped that during the time history oý this system that the azimuth
and range inaccuracies will be reduced to - 2 n.mi.

Perhaps the principel effect of vectoring inaccuracy is in its
contribution to system settling time. In the preceding "ideal" situations
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10 seconds were allotted as the time requixd to go frqm detection to
lock-on. In the co-altitude attacks for the "Ideal" s:I.uation, no
additional timn was charged to settling out errors after lock-on,
65nu2 it ii-as afiaumed Lwat the iuLerceptor wtt ui a corrat course. ir
vectoring inaccuracies are added, however, additional time will be re-
quired after lock-on to settle out errors. It is true that in the
pull-up attacks under ideal conditions errors did exist at detection
and the interceptor has to settle these out during the run. However,
in this case everything occurred in one plane. An vectoring inaccu-
racies are added, additional time will also be required to solve the
pull-up attack problem.

To date, the analysis of effects of vectoring inaccuracy on system
settling time is only partially complete. For the purposes of this
study the work has been broken into two parts; (1) events occurring
after lock-on, and (2) conversion from vectoring inaccuracy at detec-
tion to anQlar heading inaccuracy at lock-on. The work to date con-
sists of a partial analysis of the effects of vectoring inaccuracy
during a co-altitude attack.

For purposes of the current study program, an approximation of
actual system settling time is sufficient. Thus several simplifying
assumptions have been made. Referring back to the co-altitude attack
polar plots (example Fig. 19) the regions of interest and assumptions
made fcr investigation of these regions can be explained. For example,
analysiw based upon the assumption that lock-on occurs at constant
ranges of 5, 1 0 , and 15 n.mi. would yield results fror which the actual
lock-on curve could be approximated. As the speed conditions change and
as the improvements, which are described later, are added the regions
over which each of these constant lock-on ranges apply will also change.
Thus it is very important that all of these cases be studied. With this
in mind, the following conditions will be studied in the settling time
analysis.

(1) Lock-on occurring at constant ranges - Ro - 5,10,15 n.mi.

(2) Target to interceptor speed ratios - VT/VF - 1.0 and 0.8
T (V - V

(3) Altitudes of interest - 30,000 feet and 50,000 feet

(4) FAs and FJU-3 characteristics
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Appendix VI of Volume II of this report describes the work accomplished
to date (very preliminary). The basic assumptions used are included in this
report. The investigation is being conducted using a cockpit simulator tied
into a lEAC. In this simlation the actual performance is that of the F4H-l
aircraft. The presentation to the pilot is that of the currently proposed
AN/APQ-72 radar. The major item of difference from actual conditions (aside
from psychological factors) is that of "g" forces on the pilot. Pilots
using the simulator were in fact Jet pilots and they were instructed not
to pull more than 3 S's. Those cases where 3 g's were exceeded will be de-
leted from the final analysis.

F•xAmination of Appendix VI will clearly illustrate that the analysis
is not complete. The results obtained are, in general, better• than one
would expect under tactical conditions. For example, Page 18 of Appendix
VI shows that on most runs 3 g's were exceeded, thus raducing the settling
time which would actually be realized under tactical conditions. In addi-
tion, the case of louk-oa occurring at 5 n.mi. has not been exm.ined. 044
the cases r Ro - 10 and 15 n.mi. have received preliminary examination.
Again optimistic settling times result. This in effect reduces the diffi-
culty of the problem to be solved by the pilot-interceptor combination and
is inconsistent with the performance of current Al radars, especiealy in
attacks forward of 600 off the nose of the target (where Ro w 5 n.mi.
would apply). Under Part 1 of the settling time study only one speed cou-
dition has been examined to date (VIP - VT - Mach 1.91). This corresponds
to Vmax for the FAH at 30,000 feet. Al lock-on was assumed to occur, as
stated previously, at 10 and 15 n.mi. Under Part 2 of the settling time
study only one speed condition has been considered to date, namely VF -

Ymax Lt 50,000 feet altitude. Unfortunately the speed and altitude con-
ditions of Parts 1 and 2 differ. However the speeds involved are very
nearly equal (1897 ft/sec ant, 1940 ft/sec). Thus preliminary conclusions
can be drawn.

From the above discussion it is obvious that much additional work is
required to firmly establish system settling time. As stated previously
the results are very optimistic as far as the performance of the current
system is concerned. Even with these optimistic results the situation
is extremely poor and should therefore be reported on at this time. As
more complete results are obtained, the data on system performance will
be modified.

Figure 51 gives a pictorial representation of Part 1 of the settling
time study. At lock-on the interceptor is assumed to have an angular
error (cAo) of 10, 20, or 300 at various ugles off the nose of the
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target ('r ). These angles epresent the angle at which the interceptor
reached the lock-on range. rhe cases studied were for Ire equal to 20,
40, 60 and 90 degrees (initial starting angles).

Figure 52 shows a sample of the settling time courses plotted in
Appendix VI. This figure shows the results of runs started at a lock-
on range of 10 n.mi. and at an initial angle of ' - 600. These runs
do represent a completed phase of the study since the lock-on range
assumed is consistent with current Ar radar performance an& the pilot
(Somerville) did stay within the, 3g criteria (approximately). On each
of the four graphs presented, radial error versus settling time is
plotted. The upper left hand plot represents the case when it is assumed
that the interceptor has to staN within a certain error for 3 seconds
before the pilot-computer combination is able to tell that the error has
been reduced to a point where the missile could be latunched. All curves
on this plot are for 85% settling time which means that the pilot was
able to stay within a certain error for 3 seconds on 85% of the runs.
Referring to the plot it is seen that if the initial error at lock-on
in 300 then 14 seconds is required to settle the error to 100 (assumed
required) and hold it for 3 seconds on 85% of the runs. If the initial
error is 200 then 8 seconds is required to reduce the error to 100. The
lower left hand plot gives the results if the 3 seconds criteria is
changed to 6 seconds. The two plots on the right hand side of Fig. 52
are for median settling times.

As stated previously the investigation of Part 2 of the settling
time study (conversion from vectoring inaccuracy at detection to angular
heading inaccuracy at lock-on) has only considered one speed condition -
Vp = Vmax for 50,000 feet. Figure 53 gives a pictorial representation
of this part of tae settling time study. It is assumed that the inter-
ceptor is vectored on a pure collision course and continues on this pure
collision course to lock-on (believed to be realistic for present opera-
tional conditions). The vectoring errors aare normally distributed about
this pure collision course (constant relative bearing line) with a I Sigma
value of - 3 n.mi. Courses are generated from this normal distribution
and straight lines are flown to lock-on.

Some of the results under Part 2 of the settling time study are shcwn
on Fig. 54. The initial angle off the targets nose (r ) is &0. The
coordilnates of this figure are cumulative percentage of interceptions
versus heading error in degrees at lock-on. The lock-on range is assumed
to be 15 n.ami. While this lock-on range is optimistic, the results will
serve to indicate the magnitude of heading errors expected. One point
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is plotted on the VT/VF a 1.0 curve for purposes of Illustration. For
this point, 30% of the runs had heading errors of 230 or lens. For the
case of VT/VF - i, a heading error of 30' or greater occurred on 47%
of the runs. For the case of VT/VF- 0.8, 24% of the runs had heading

errors in excess or 300. To be' consintent with the study requirements
these curves will be extended to include 85%-"0 region.

When the settling time study is completed (all appropriate values
of Ro, heading errors, altitudes and speeds of interest and sufficient

samples of each.are included) it will be possible to combine the results
o• the two parts of the study program and predict settling times which
are representative of the times one will encounter under tactical con-
ditions. However, it will still be necessary to relate these settling
times to realistic values of allowable launch errors. This is being
oupported by analysis at A4MC, Pt. Mugu where miss distance simulations
are underway to determine the launch errors which can be tolerated and
still achieve and allowable miss. These two study efforts will be tied
together so that realistic values representative of the total systemsettling time can be placed on the attack zone overlays.

Probability of Successful Arrival to Missile Iaunch

While the settling time study is not sufficiently complete to
include results in the overall analysis, it is of importance to proceed,
using approximmtidns.., in the computation of probability of success
under tactical conditions. These computations will be modified at a
later date when firm data is available.

Figure 55 gives a pictorial representatic i of the model used to
determine probability of successful conversion to missile launch. In
this model the interceptor is assumed to have been directed on Ia pure
collision course. A normal distribution of AI radar lock-on probability
is assumed with the 85$ probability point consistent with the calculated
values givej previously. A normal distribution of vectoring inaccuracy
(I Sigma - - 3 n.nii.) is assumedL to occur along a line pe~rendicular to
the pure collision course (relative bearing line). Courses are then
generated through the resulting probability zone with the interceptor
flying straight lines parallel to the correct pure collision course at
the center of the distribution. At lock-on the interceptor is placed
on a constant L/V -39 turn. this is the point in the analysis where
actual settling time values are needed. Without these the results are
optimistic since no reaction or evaluation time is charged to the pilct.
The criteria for success are that the launching error can be reduced
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to 100 before rain I. reached and that the gimbal angle required does
not exceed that evailable during the lock-on to Rmin interval. The
analysis was accomplished through programming on an IBM computer.

Figure 56 illustrates some of the results obtained to date. On

this figure three approach aspects CT- 00,300, and 600) have been in-
vestigated. For these approach aspects three speed conditions have
been investigated (VT/VF - 1.0, o.8, 0.45) where VF - Mach 2 at 30,000
feet. For each of the approach aspects the heading angle (') tssociated
is given. The gimbal limits are the same as used previously; - 410 in
asimuth, +47°0, -33 in elevation. The coordinates of the resulting
group of curvts are probability of successful arrival to missile launch
in percent versus interceptor relative angle off the ta..get's nose in
degrees. The geometry is illustrated by the sketch at the bottom of
this figjre.

For Vy - VT - Mach 2.0 in the head-on case, the probability of suc-
cessful arrival to missile launch is 46%. Under the same conditions
except that initial position of interceptor relative to the target's
nose is 300, this probatility in 52. but drops to zero when initial
position relative to the target io 600. At 600 the gimbal angle required
exceeds the capability of the rad3ar, therefore the target cannot be seen
by the radar. Aleso the interceptor will be in a position, determined by
the vectoring inaccuracy, fr•A which he cannot convert to a successful
attack since he a's no speed advantage. Referring to the curve for
VT/Vp - 0.8 it is seen that the probability of success for the head-on
came is 48%. When the interceptor approaches from 300 the probability
is increased to 82%. Beyond 300 the probability of success drops off
rapidly and is back down to 50% at 60" off the target's nose. The
primary reason for the marked drop-off in probability is gimbal angle
limitation. When the target's speed is reduced as illustrated on the
curve representative of VTgVp - 0.45, the probability of success is 69%
for r- 0, 86% for TY - 30 , and 85% for o - 600 . This later c~rve
represents what is perhaps an acceptable performance from the system
when only the degrading effects of vectoring inaccuracy and gimbal angle
limits are considered. Unfortunately, this corresponds to todays tactical
situation. It is expected that the target of interest to this system
will yield results qying in the VT/VP- 0.8 to 1.0 region. For these
&peed conditions it is otvious that the system is in difficulty except in
very restricted zones (300 aspect for VT/VF - 0.8).

Figuirce 57 gives the results of the investigationi to determine the
effect of interceptor slow-down to Vcrulseon probability of success. It
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can be seen frcn the resulting cx-ves that the probability of success ti
increased for the head-on case only. For other aspect angles the proba-
bility is reduced baertau nf the inrroraxpd penalty pa*id 1y !A-k nf -neA-

advantage.

Degradation Caused by Other Tactical Conditions

The preceding section detailed an investigation (preliminary) of
the effects of two degrading factors on probability of successi'ul attack;
namely vectoring ijuiccuracy, and gimbal limits. The effects of several
other degrading factors will be included in the final study results.
These are an follows:

1. Effects of target maneuver - this is currently under investi-
gation and Will be repurted in the near future.

2. Effects of waather and clutter - to date the effects of weather
and clutter on the performance of the AI radar and muiaile seeker have
not been included. However, much of these data are in hand and will be
included in the final stndy. For example, Fig. 7 shown calculated low
altitude performance of the AI radar. Theme curves will be verified
by findings of tests conducted at NATC, Patuxent, and the results incor-
porated in the study. Figures 58, 59, and 60 show the effects of rain
on the current A! radar detection performance. This information will be
supplemented by work performed at NAC, Pt. Mugu.

3. Effects of countermeasures - basic work on this phase of the
study has been reported in NRL Reports 472o, 4785, and 4949. The results
of these basic studies will be applied to this study program.

4. Lnits imposed by interceptor tactics including climb capa-
bility, endurance, and dead time. These factors are currently under
investigation.

Reamining Study

Several of the items vhich are included under this category have
been mentioned above. These, along with additional study effort, are
listed below.

1. Extension of system settling time study to include all of the
applicable conditions related to the current tactical situation. These
include examination of courses starting at lock-on ranges related to
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hebd-on dL&e, larger initial errors at lock-on,additional altitude and
speed conditions.

2. Extension of the settling time study to include F8u-3 performance.

3. Xxtraction of results from the settling study based upon
allowable launch errors obtained from Pt. Mugu.

4. Inclusion of these results in the probability of success
analysis.

5. Analysis of the effects of other degrading factors such as
weather, clutter, countermeasures, and interceptor capabilities (climb,
endurance and dead time).

6. Introduction of additional thrust to go from Veruine to VM&X
in the problem areas studied.

7. Inclusion of effects of missile hydraulic limitationr.

PHASE IV - SYSTEM PERFPOMANCE UNDER EXPECTED TACTICAL CONDI!IOS WMiT
ADD1TIC! OF CURRENTIY PROPOED DMPROVOM

The study to date has indicated that improvement in subrystem perfor-
mance is needed if successful missile launches at an acreptable proba-
bility level are to be achieved. For example, Fig. 56 shows that when
the only degrading factors considered are those of vectoring inaccuracy
and gimbal angle limits, the resu-lting probability of success Is, in
general, unacceptable. When additional degrading factors are considered,
it is predictable that these probabilities will be reduced even further.
It is thus very important to investigate regions of possible improvement
to the subsystem elementR in order that overall system tac&tical use capa-
bility can be improved. The following details some of the areas of im-
provement to AI radar performance which hxcve been investigated to date.

AN/APQ-72 & 74 Improvements in Fair Weather

Fair weather improvements considered for the AN/APQ-72 & 74 radars
in this study to date are automatic alam ' . search volame optimization,
bandwidth switching, bright di6play; improved receiver .rystals aad tri-
angle vectoring. The latter item is not an improvement to the radar
per se, but rather an improvement to the vectoring pb-se of the problem
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which will result in better detection range performance of the AI radar,
and improved capability in converting from a detection to successful
missile launch. The aforementioned fair weather improvements are dis-
cussed in WGstinghouse Air Arm Analytical Section Technical Memo No. 176
which is included as Appendix VII to this report. Detailed information
is given in this Appendix. The pertinent factors are briefly reviewed
in the following sections.

"Automatic Alarm" was considered as a possible improvement because
the AN/APQ-50 radar has demonstrated capability of tracking signals that
human operator could not see on the scope and thus could not detect. A
method discussed in Appendix VII was investigated to determine whether
or not this capability could be utilized to provide increased detection
range performance by the sound of an alarm when the radar reeeived sig-
nasa too weak for an operator to see. It was concluded that such a scheme
could lead to improved range performance in a clutter-free environment.
No improvement can be expected in the presence of clutter due to the
sounding of too many false alarms. Therefore "Automatic Alarm" has been
ruled out as an improvement because various sources of clutter are ever
present in the detection problem.

Search volume optimization has been studied benause it is known that
the volume of space looked at by the Al radar today is not ideal for
target detection. The probability of detecting a target is the product
of two probabilities.

(1) the probability that the target is in the area scanned

(2) the probability of detection of a target within the scanned
area

To optimize the search area, the area scanned should include only the
area of target uncertainty. The area scanned should not be too large
because increased frame time and reduced hits per scan will cause a
reduction in detection range. Appendix VII gives a more detailed dis-
cussion of this item. The area searched is a direct function of vector-
ing accuracy and therefore any scheme that results in smaller vectoring
errors will permit a smaller search area. A smaller search area will
result in longer detection ranges. The resulting improvement in AI
radar detection performance from increased efficiency of volume search
along with other improvements are shown on Fig. 61, which is a summation
of results of the study detailed in Appendix VII. The contours of Fig. 61
are smoothed contours with data actually calculated at every 300. This
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smoothing is unimportant since the degree of improvement is the factor
which will be used in later study effort. The coordinates of the graph
of Fige 61 are range in nautical miles versus aspect angle in degrees
relative to the nose. The detection range contour labeled (2) in
Fig. 61 shows the improvement gained by a reduction of the search area
alone to 33.60 x 11.80.

This search area is not optimum in terms of detection range perfor-
mance alone. However, when a balance between range performance and
mechanization difficulty is achieved this search area is approximately
correct. Referring to curve (2) of Fig. 61 and using curve (1) as the
reference point (head-on case) it is seen that approximately 10% im-
provement in Al detection range performance is achieved at the 85%
probability level with this reduction in search area.

Bandwidth switching for the search mode was considered because a
narrower IF bandwidth results in a decrease of noise power. Bandwidth
reduction from the present 4 mcps to 1.12 mcps in search was studied
and it is concluded that this will yield a net improvement of approxi-
mately 16% in detection ranges at the 85% probability 3-vel as shown
in rig. 61 (curve (4)).

A bright display 1s.still:undet study, and while no definite con-
clusions can be drawn at this time concerning the actual #mount of
detection improvement to be realized, it is estimated that 12$ increase
in range capability will result if current trends in other areas such
as maintenance, reliability, and complexity are continued. However,
latent (but lost) in the basic equipment are many db of theoretical
range performance. This loss is caused by a "high resistance" connec-
tion between the equipment and the operator. If some of the lost db
can be recovered, the effects of bright display may well be much more
pronounced than the estimated 12%.

Resulting Effects of Improvements on Attack Zones

Means of achieving improved system performance has been dis-
cussed in the preceding section. It is believed that all of the
improvements analyzed in this section can go in during the time schedule
of this equipment. In addition, it is believed that the vectoring
inaccuracy in azimuth and range can be reduced from + 3 n.mi. to - 2 n.mi.
Figures 62 and 63 show the effects, as a function of aspect angle, on
system performance of including the Improvements discussed.
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Figure 62 shows the results of izproving Al detection napability. In

this flgure it is asumed that the current AX detection performance is
that given for VT w 19140 ft./sec at C;0.0 feet altitude (12-13 n.mi.).
The current gimbal angle coverage in used (0 1410 az; +.•176, -3Po el.)'.
The vectorlng inaccuracy is that currently awailable (1 ig=i - 3 n .i.
in aszimth and range). The interceptor Is at the same altitude as the
target (co-altitude attack). The coordinates of the graph are probability
of successful arrival to missile launch in percent versus range increment
lmIovwmnts in nautical miles with 0 representing the current range per-
foimmace. Three speed conditions are examined (VT/Vp - 1 0.8, and 0.45
whereo V 1940 ft/saee). Three approach Iipect angles •rl) have been
ami • ffeAring to the left hand side of Pig. 62, It is seen that
for 'Yo 601 and for VT/VF - 1, no increase in system probability results
as the ramp Is increased upward to that previously predicted for the
realisable Improvements. This is due to the fact that detection range
to nat the limiting pLrameter for this approach aspect. The limiting
parameters are Jointly interceptor-pilot capability, and gimbal angle
limits. For Y7P 30P there is a marked Improvement as range is increased.
The probability of success increases from 52% for the current situation
to appI•oximtely 72%. for range increases predicted in the preceding sec-
tion (6.8 n.ad. ). If 8 n.ai. range -Iprov•ment can be reali:ed the pro-
bability of success would be increased to 73%. For the case of re = 00
the imrovement is more obvious. Here the primary limiting factor is
AX atection range performance. As shown the range imrovement predicted
(6.8 n.m¶.) vhj~d result in Improved system probability from that currently
available ( 6T-to 82%.

Referring next to the center of Fig. 62, the improvements resulting
from detection increase for VT/VF = 0.8 are shown. Again, for 1 = 60
there is no improvement in probability of success since the limiting
parameters are other than detection range. For -. - 300 the probability
of success Increases from &% for the current situation to 96% when the
range Is increased 8 n.mi. For , = 00 the probability of success is
Increased from that currently available (44) to 96% as the range is
increased to 8 n.mi.

The right hand plot of 1ig. 62 gives the results of range improvement
on the case of VT/VYF - 0.45. Here the most startling Improvement occurs
atWO-0.

Figure 63 illustrates the effect of vectoring inaccuracy improvement
an the probability of successful arrival to missile launch. As stated
previously, It is hoped that the ventoring inaccuracy will be reduced
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to - 2 n.mi. "for the ligma value In range aad asiAth. With this in mind,
it Is lvupont to investigate the resulting effects an systet usefulness.
The ooditions nov are t S originally with the antenna gimbal limits
ag4ain - 1 ii aziut h el , -3 in elevation wa the 85% probability of
detection in the 12-13 n.mi. region. Referring to the left hand side of Fig.
63 it is seen that for VT/V,- 1 and VP - 1940 ft/00c that for "ro - 60 there
is no Improvement in probability of muccess. As stated previously the i1mi-
tations for ths case ae prlimarilyointerceptor-pilot capability and gabmal
angle limits. For the oaes .- 0 and 30 there is a large Iprovement.
For T. - 00, a 3 n.21. vectoring inaccuracy results in a probability of sue-
Oess of 46%. This in improved to 60% when the inaccur.a• is reduced to

2 n.ia. A corresponding improvement results for 1o - 30.

Referrina to the center of Fig. 63, the case of VT/VF - 0.8 where
Yb - 1940 ft/soo is shown. As for the previous situation, there is no
improvement for the condition where %a - 600. For "o. - 300, the probability
of success is improved from that our*ently available (82%) to 91% when the
vectoring inaccuracy is reduced to 2 n.mi. For the case of Tb - 00 the um-
provement is from that currently available (48%) to 71%. The right hand
side of Fig. 63 illustrates the case of VT/VF - 0.45.

Figure 64 gives the results of analysis to date of increased gim-bal
angle limits. The basic situation is identical to those of the previous
two figures. Assmilng that currently a - 400(approximately) box is covered
by antenna gimbals, the effect of Improving these limits are shown. For
example, when VT/Vj= - I 9140 ft/sec (as shown on the left plot)
and 7.e - 60o going from - 4o-to -570 (believed to be approximately mai-
mum which canbe realized), a probability of success Improvmnt of 19.5

resuts.If ful -600couldberledt roeuwudbe4.For the case of '"r'• = 0° 9o from - 40° to - 57u results in 10• Improve-

sent . If a fall - 60u would be realized the improvement would be 16%. Forthe case of+1w,= 00 there is no improvement when idmbal angle limits are

varied for - 00 to -• 600 because detection range and vectoring inaccuraty
are the sensitive parameters in this region.

For the case of VF - 1910 ft/sec and VT/VF - 0.8 'there is no Improve-
mert for runs originating from 'M - 0. The reason is the same as given
above. The case of 'r - 600 has not been completed but the trend is
evident. % - 300 hab not been examined yet.

When the speed ratio is reduced to Vr/vj - 0.45 there is no Improve-
ment for the cases of re a 0 and %i' -30 . The case of Ie - 600 has not
been included, but it is predictable that it viii not be influenced by
gimbal angle changes.
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It in believed that all of the Improvement investigated regarding
AX radar range performance can be incorporated in the system in the
time interval available for system development. Referring back to
Fig. 61, it is seen that each of these improvements separately buys
very little. All of the improvements listed on this figure are needed.
It is hoped that the improvement in vectoring inaccuracy discussed above
will materialize during this same time interval but actual system per- 4
formance estimates should not be predicated upon this hope. The gimbal
angle coverage increase investigated is certainly desirable. However,~the extent of this increase must be balanced with state of the art capa-

bility and other system requirements such as increase dish size to get
additional range needed especially in the forward hemisphere.

Figure 65 gives the resulting probability of success curves for
the case where the 85% probability of detection has ýeen increased to
19 n.mi. and the gimbal angle coverage increased to - 570 (estimated
maximum possible). The method of presentation is the same as that of
Fig. 56. The lower curve, shown with a dashed line, was taken from
Fig. 56 and is for the case of 85% probability of detection occurring
at 12-13 n.mi. and gimbal angle coverage of - .10 azimuth and +470,-380
in elevation. Comparing this to the solid curve resulting from the new
detection ranges and gimbal limits for VT/VF - 1, a major improvement is
apparent. For example, when T. - 0 the improvement is from that currently
available (46$) to 75% probability of success. When T. - 300 the improve-
ment is from that currently available (52%) to 89% probability of success.
When r =600 the itmrovement is from that currently available (0%) to
8% probability of success. The other two curves on Fig. 65 are approxi-
nations. Since the 19 n.mi. was achieved fj VT/Vp w 1 head-on, it is
obvious that this range will be larger for VT/V? - 0.8 and 0.45. The
error in range is approximately 10% fe- the case of VT/VF - 0.45. However,
its effect is minor in nature, with the most pronounced error occurring
for 0- 0. The trends are obvioua from examination of Fig. 65.

It is obvious from examination of the preceding figure that it is
desirable to increase system performance above that available with all
of the improvement investigated to this point. It is important to remem-
ber that to this point only a few of the degrading factors present in
the tactical situation have been examined. When more of these are con-
sidered, the overall system performance will be reduced even further.
This is especially true for head-on, high-speed attacks. Figures 66
through 68 detail the effects on the improved system probability of suc-
cess of 4rying sow of the sensitive parameters. It can be shown, very
simply, that for the high-saeed intercept and forward hemisphere cases,
(particularly in a cone of -450 off target's nose), range in the most
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sensitive parameter. Figure 66 shows the resurts of increasing range on
probability of successful arrival to missile launch when thc basic system
is one which contains all of the preceding improvements (R85& : 19 n.m±.
atennt gisbals - 57r). Referring to the left side of Fig. (VT/TF - I,
VIP - 190 ft/se) It in seen that for T& - 0 and 300 the effect of increas-
ing the 19 n.mi. range resulting from the discussed improveu-nts to 27 n.ui
is approximately 20%. It is important to recognise that this is a region .
where increased performance is very important. For the ease of VT/TF - 0.8
the improvement of adding 8 additional miles detection ranae varies from
15% (from a 'probabfiUty of 814% to *probability of 90,%) f-r 1. - 0 to 8%
,'from a probabhility of 92% to a probability of 100%) for Ire - 300. V~
r/VP m 0.45 there Is essentially no improvement resul'cing from increased

Al detection range.

Figure 67 shoes the results of improving vectoring accuracy when the
detection angle is 19 n.mi. and the gimbal limits are - 570 (Mxlmm
believed available). Fur the high-speed case VT/VF - 1 and r.- 0 the
improvement resulting from reducing the vectoring inaccuracy to 2 n.mi.
is 12% (from a probability of 76% to a probability of 88%). When ý - 300
the improvement is 5% (from a pobability of 89% to a probability of 94).
When 7. - 6d the improvement is 3% (from a probLability of 8% to a proba-
bility of 11%). When the target speed is reduced to VT/VF - 0.8 the
improvement varies from 9% (from a probability of 84% to a probability of
93$) for 0 o to 3% (from a probability of 91% to a probability of 94%)
when % - 30g-, When VT/Vp - 0.45 there is essentially no improvement
resulting from improving vectoring insccuracy.

Figure 68 give. the results of increasing the gimbal angle coverage.
The rsgion of interest is that of increasing the gimbal angle coverage
from - 570 up. The curves on this figure show the effects of going
from 57r to 67r. However, these results are academic in nature since
gimbal angles much in excess of 570 will be extremely difficult to
achieve.

Remaining Stukd7 Blements

The preceding sections have shown, in prelidmnary form, the results
of incorporating certain improvements upon system probability of success.
3I addition, the sensitivity of the resulting system performance to varia-
tion of several paramters has been demonstrated. All of the improvement
study findings thus far presented have assumed a clear weather, counter-
measures-free environment. Additional "improvement" items intended to
increase system performance under clftter, weather, and countermeasure
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conditions will be investigated. Bore of the "improvements" to be evalu-
ated are as follows:

(1) Effects of polari'zation switching in a foul weather environ-
aent: soMs of the study effort on this parameter bas been ccn)leted.
Figures 69 through 71 give the theoretical reage perfrmuace resultin&
from the use of circular polarization. CAuwparing these results with
the performance curve, given previously for vertfic•:, polarization, it is
concluded that circular polarization would be superior ouly undte high
altitude conditions with rain at the target. Prac•ttcal r-alization of
circular polarization is technically difficult. *t is relatively easy
to produce circular polarization under laboratory ui• nsne. Lever,
to propagate circularly polarized waveb through the vaveguide, antenna,
and radome complex is quite difficult. It is beltevea that no advantage
can currently be realized by going to circular polarization.

(2) Investigation of system performance improvement through the
use of a larger Al radar antenna: the calculation of range performance
improvment resulting from the use of a large dish is straightforward
and can be incorporated in this study program in the near future.
However, in the two systems of interest, a balance between dish size
and gimbal angle coverage based upon optima overall system peuformane
and mechanical feasibility should be reached before design effort tovard
the end antenna system is finalized. The achievement of this balance is
based upon relatively caplex analysis and cannot be predicted at this
point in the study propreA.

(3) Situation isplay to enhance overall system perforance: it
is believed that a sitation display, similar to the Triangle spem,
is essential if the desired ultimate use capability of the system is to be
approached. While the availability of the Triangle System for use in
the time era of interest is qaestionable at this date, every effort should
be exerted toward the development of this or a more optimua situation
display.

(4) Antijam features for the Al radar: the use of backbias
techniques, automatic horing on Jauming, broadbanding, jittered PEP,
high-altitude feed, improved AYC and nonsaturating AGC are under inves-
tigtion. The results of HRL analyses of these features have been
"reported to the Bureau of Aeronautics (ERL Report 49)&9).

(5) Antijae features for the Sparrow M seeker: ARL has inves-
tigated AL features for this seeker. The results of this investigation
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have been reported to WUAM (ARL Report 14720) and vill be included in
this s tudy.

(6) Relocation of CW injection plumbing: several schemes have

been vroposed for relocating the CW injection coonents. These schemes
ame, in effect, an effort to allow the use of a larger dish concuIrently
with larger gimbal angle coverage. These schemes vill be studied and
the resulting effects upon system performance included.

ftM V - STUDY TO M 33M AND ASSES R IXFROV3=S

As this study continues, NRL and Westinghouse Analytical Section
vill investigate the feasibility (both technical and time-wise) of in-
corporating those items which result in important Improvement of system
performance. Action recoumend•tions vill then be made to the Bureau.
This is a continuing process and will not necessarily wait for the
presentation of a final report. To date, the following proposed actions
can be recomended as a result of the preliminary analysis which has
been presented.

(1) The incorporation of optimized search area, bright display
(enhanced operator environment), and bandvidth switching can be &,:hieved
during the time available for the development of this system. Collec-
tively they represent a major improvement in system performance.

(2) While the exct availability date for a situation display
such a" the Triangle System Is not predictable at the present time,
concerted effort should be directed towards its development. The incor-
poration of such a display will represent a major Improvement in overall
syetem performance caapbility.

(3) While the analysis to date has indicated that additional
range above that realized from Items (1) and (2) above is very desirable,
the incorporation of such items as a larger dish should be delayed until
sufficient analysis is completed either under this \, .dy progrem or by
the fire control contractor (preferably by the contractor) to allow
arrival at an optimum balance between dish size and gimbal angle coverage.

PSM VI - SfMDT F MR TIS-33 FM AI FP3 CTROL S

Up to this point in the study program, the analysis method has
been first to investigate the performance resulting from the use of
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available equipments azd then to indicate poasible impEovements. Todte the undefined state n! the +hi ab!ty 1i the Al fire Iontrol
system Is such that this procedure a-not be followed. In lieu of

this method the Navy study will first establish deficient areas of the
primary fire control system. ki investigation will then be made to
determine if such secondary ite as Ii can help in these deficient

PHAU VII - PE~aT TUD PAW I-VI FOR BPAhRO II1 WMT 3 M U

To date, NRL has insufficient Information on the Sparrow III nt
seeker. This phase is a contract.al item of the study program. Analy-
mis will ocomnc an soon " information in supplied by the contractor.

EM VIII - MPIAT WTUDY MAE I-VI FM ZI32IDS

This phase is a contractual item of the study progrm. A memorandum
(Sidewinder I and IA Description, Westinghouse Technical Memo 220) has
been prepared. This mmorandum is currently being reviewed for accuracy
by 10T8. In addition, NMS is supplying estimates on the performance
of Sidevinder ZC. As soon as these data are in hand, analysis will

DWPV Y1A M 1111 I1UJWI8 NOT COKMVAA C0ZU

As any rtudy proram proresees, manmy new areas of importance are
brought to light. This is true of the current study. The contract as
it now exists will not cover many of these Items. Among these are:

a. Breakavay end illumination requirements.

b. Interceptor recovery (doctrine) after launch.

c. Sparrow II head for Sparrow III uissile.

In addition, certain phases of the study should be extended.

a. Additional approach angles about the target should be studied
in the snap-up phase. This study will only consider the head-on case
with and without vectoring inaccuracy.
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b. U detailed study of itema vhere data is not ourrently availI

able shoumd be considered,.

The aval Reseach laboratory strongly recommends that the current I
study progm be extended to cover the above item or that a now study
prYogrem be initiated to cover- them.

i
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uoimxc AND RNBCOMhhIRS

Uitroductiom

The data presented in this study summry is only peartilly complete.
There are many areas where much work remains to be done before all phases
of the study osa be tied together in an exact fashion. Even thougb the
study is only partially complete, inferences cm be drawn which vill be
useful In

(1) formulation of the basic Pystea configuration

(2) development of a situation displaW

(3) formulation of tactiocl doctrine guide lines

() revision of operational concept for usage of secondary
missile seekers

(5) establishing applicability of secondary Al fire control
systems, such as Mh, to the deficient area of the primary
Al fire control system

(6) establishing lowest acceptable limits defining a useful
Navy system

(7) starting mmediate action on Items 1-6 above in order
that useful attaiment of operational requirenent objec-
tives can be achieved

As Is evident frm the mterial presented in this report, and from
coafrenoes with MM and participating contractors, findings of the
current avy Study Program are vital to the managemint of a tactiallm y
useful ANI-1 and FfU-3 Vopon System. Factors contributing importantly
to the validity of this study include its teahzical directicn by the
Navy and ita use of Na•v approved Inputs.

Detalaed Reoomendation@ and Conclusions

1. The preliminary results of the study indicate that for co-altitude
]d4&-seW attacks %Cder "ideal" condition wih VT/V =I the int1&L or
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must start its approach from forward of 700 off the target's nose
i f it if to get into a position to launch a missile.

2. It can be easily shown from the study results that when additional
time is added for systes preparation (currently estimted as 27 seconds
total') most of thin forward 700 zone will be eliminated. In the case of
VT/VS - 1 for attacks occurring at 30,000 and 50,000 feet, approximately
a -0 tons (from 600 to 700 off the target's nose) would remain.

3. When VT/VF is reduced to 0.8, attacks can originate from around the
cloc' for ideal conditions. •owever, when the total system settling tim
is consideied, it can be shown that approximtely the forward 600 is
eliminated from the usable attack zone.

•. When the interceptor is slowed down to Verulee additional tim is
available for forward hemisphere attack, However, when the target is a
hige speed one, the approach aspect is even more restricted. For e*nAple,
when the target is flying at Mash 2.0 at 30,000 feet the interceptor must
approach from fcrward of 1O0 off its nose.

5. When the target speed is Mach 2.0 and the interceptor speed is .ch 2.0
or Vmx and pull-up attacks are ealoyed under ideal conditions, success-
ful engagements are restricted to 7,000 feet altitude differential for
targets fl•ying at 30,000 feet altitude and higher. No capability exists for
targets f3yins at 65,000 feet altitude.

6. When the tavget speed is reduced to Mfch 0.9 and the interceptor is
flying at MaWh 2.0 or Vax, successful engageents are restricted to
alt4 tude differentials of 17,000 feet or less for targets flying at
50,000 feet altitude or higher. When the target altitude is 30,000 feet
or less, successful pull-up engagements can occur from sea level to co-
altitude.

7. For the cases where the interceptor Is slowed down to Mach 0.9 at
the start of pull-up, no capability exists for pull-up attacks against
either a Mach 2.0 or Mach 0.9 target at altitudes of 65,000 feet or
higher.

8. For the pull-up attacks at 50,000 feet or less, a greater altitude
differential capability exists vhen the interceptor is slowed down to
Mach 0.9 than for the cases where Vp - Mach 2.0. With the target flying
at 50,000 feet (VT -Mach 2.0), this altitude differential is 10,000 feet.
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9. The probability of successful attack when limited by some of the do-
grading factors such as gimbal angle and vectoring inaccuracies have

j been in part investigated. When the interceptor is flying at Mach 2.0
in a co-altitude attack and VT/iF= 1, the probability of successful
arrival to missie launch for the nose-on case is 4% and for 300 offSthe target's nose is 52%. At 600 off the target's nose, the probability
goes to zero because of the interceptor's inability to get into position

and because of gimbal angle limits.

10. When VT/VF is reduced to 0.8 and the engagement occurs at co-altitude,
the probability of successful arrival to missile launch is increased to%for nose-on, to 8e% at 300 eff the target's nose, and to 50% at 600

off the target's nose.

11. When the interceptor is slowed dowa to Mach 0.9 the head-on proba-
bility of success goes up but falls off rapidly, as the aspect angle
from which the engagement starts xoveq toward the been. For the case
of VT/VF a 1.7, the probability of successful arrival to missile launch
is 71% for nose-on and zero at 300 off the target's nose.

22. Although many of the degrading factors which will be encountered
under realistic tactical conditions have not been included in the studl
to date the results "can be inferred. Tt in predictable that the ind.-
anted probability of :uccess alues gven in 9tm 9 thru 11 will to
reduced markedly.
13. Thus far in the study program the resulting Improvement from tke use
of a bright display, bandwidth sritchtrg, and optimized search area
have been investigated. The result is an increase in AZ detection range
from 12.7 n.mi. to 19 n.mi. for a Ylach 2.0 interceptor attacking a "As
2.0 target head-on.

14. The improvement factor given in thic report for a bright displauy
is an engineering estate of that which could result by brighteaing
the cirTent ,presentation. There are amny other "lost" db's which could
le recovered through a program of systea analysis having as its objec-
tive an okptimization of the pilot's environment. This program would
include the possibility of such ttems a .an EL type bright disploy,
siti-ation display and general cockpit optimization.

15. When the improvement factors of Itmf 13 are included and when tha
antenna gdibal limits are increased to - 570 in azimi-th anc elevation
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there is a marked improvement in probability of successful arrival to
aissile launch. For example, %hen VF - Jach 2.0 and VT/VFr - 1.0 there
is an Improvement in probability of success of approximately 30% for
hpad-on attacks resulting in a value of 75%.

16. It is believed that the Improvements of Item 13 could be incorporated
in the system during the time era of interest. The laboratory would
strongly recommend that the Bureau direct the contractors to proceed
tovard this end.

17. The results of the study program infer that a situation dinplay is
a necessity if a tactically useful system is to result. This situation
display is important because it can provide data from which the pilot
can start an intercept prior to Al radar detection, (Enclbosure 1).

18. A pr&e.izinany study of the sensitivity of probability of succop.s
to Al radar range and gimbal angle limits has been We. The result is

.that in some areas, especially nose-on, the probability of success is
very sensitive to range. In other Press, especially 600 off the nose
of the target aft, the probability of success is very sensitive to gimbal
angle limits. It is obvious that these features are interdependent. Thus
A compromise in mechanization (for example large dish versus gimbal angle
coverage) which can result in an approach to maximum overall use capa-
bility must be reached before design effort can be specified, (Enclosure 3).

19. The findings of this study could and should be applied in the ystem
design effort being conducted by thq various contractors. To this end,
the study results and details should be made available to the principal
contractors. The Impact of this is directly related to the importance
of defining the long lead time system elements.

20. The undefined developmental state of IR for the fire control system
is such that no current system can be realistically analyzed in terms of
its potential contribution to overall system performance. Test Inform-
tion taken under controlled conditions would provide information needed
by this study program in order to investigate system deficiencies to
determine the applicability of secondary systems, (Enclosure 2).

21. Analysis of system performance resulting from use of the Sparrow IUl
3R Seeker will begin as soon as sufficient data is supplied by the con-
tractor. To date the information available to ARL is not adequat* to
wxrrant an analysis.

I,
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2.. Results of incorporation of the Sidevinder missile in the system
wvii be Investigated. Forthcoming study effort will be Initially baed
upon estiates of missile performance, sinc, design of the Sidevinder Ic
will not be frosen during the remaining study interval.

23. Mn order to continue on an uninterrube4 basis; it is importntt at
this time for the Bureau of Aeromutics to program an extension to con-
tract Was 57-663d under the administrative cogp•iance of the Bureau of
Aeronautics AV-3122 and under the technical direction of the Equipment
Research Branch, Oode 5360, FRL. As detailed in the report, there are
Important areas where timely coverage will not occur in the current
study program. In addition there are problem areas which should be
investigated but because of the limited scope of the current program will
not be investigated.

24. The laboratory wili forward to the Bureau, under separate cover, a
recomnded extended study program.
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TABLE 2

L.T OF HORI1ZONTAL ATTACK STU.DY CA938

V3LOCITY OF TARGIT TABOET TO
CABIB AiMTUDE iiiiia I.•DEPTO SPEU RATIO

(tfet) (foot/see) (feet/see)

501o 50,ooo 19110 191o 1.0

50o4 A,00 190 1552 0.8

3OL 10,000 1940 873 o.45

3033 3c,000 1897 1897 1.0

3034 30,0oo 1897 1518 0.8

AoL 30,000 1897 854 o0.45

133 1,000 1189 1189 1.0

13 1,000 1189 951 0.8

in 1,000 1189 533 O.45

50L 50,000 873 1940

50IU 50,000 873 1552
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